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A B S T R A C T
The d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  v o c a b u l a r y  tests Is a n a l y s e d  a n d  c r i t i c i s e d .
A  n e w  m e t h o d  of m e a s u r e m e n t  is p r o p o s e d  b a s e d  on an a n a l y s i s  of a s a m ple 
of r e c o r d e d  s p e e c h  or w r i t i n g  from an ind ividual.
Th e  i n d i v i d u a l ' s  v o c a b u l a r y  is d e f i n e d  as a fixed set of w o r d s  h a v i n g  a 
p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  o c c u r r e n c e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  e a c h  m e m b e r  of the set, and 
d i s t r i b u t e d  a c c o r d i n g  to a m a t h e m a t i c a l  fui ctio n, not n e c e s s a r i l y  
spec I fled.
A  t h e o r e m  Is d e r i v e d  w h i c h  e x p r e s s e s  the v o c a b u l a r y  c o n t a i n e d  In a text 
as a fu n c t i o n  of the f r e q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and the length of text.
Four forms of the text are q u o t e d  d e p e n d i n g  on w h e t h e r  the f r e q u e n c y  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  is taken as c o n t i n u o u s  or d i s c r e t e  and the text length as a 
natural o r  a real number,
A v a r i e t y  o f  f u n c t i o n s  was u s e d  in an a t t e m p t  to e s t i m a t e  the n u m b e r  of 
w o r d s  k n o w n  by the Individual u s i n g  a r u n n i n g  text length o n  the vocabulary 
c o n t a i n e d  in that text. C o m p o s i t i o n  b o o k s  from six hig h school c h i l d r e n  
w e r e  used. No s u c c e s s  was o b t a i n e d .
A b et ter t h e o r e m  w a s  o b t a i n e d  fro m Slchel * w h i c h  r e l a t e d  the n u m b e r  of 
w o r d s  a p p e a r i n g  r times e a c h  in a text N w o r d s  long w i t h  the f r e q u e n c y  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  of o c c u r r e n c e  <e,d the length of text.
Tw o  large texts fr o m  two c h i l d r e n ,  two and a hal f y e a r s  old each, and one 
v e r y  long text m o r e  then 13 0 0 C  w o r d s  long, fro m a f o u r t e e n  year o l d  girl 
w e r e  a n a l y s e d  at a c c u m u l a t i v e  Intervals. The a n a l y s i s  gav e length of text 
a n a l y s e d ,  n u m b e r  of w  rds a p p e a r i n g  o n c e ,  twice, etc. and v o c a b u l a r y  
c o n t a i n e d  In text.
Bot h the texts by o n e  of the y o u n g e r  c h i l d r e n  and o n e  of the texts of the 
o t h e r  y o u n g e r  c h i l d  w e r e  a n a l y s e d  in the f o r w a r d  d i r e c t i o n ,  I.e. 
c h r o n o l o g i c a l  o r d e r ,  then in reverse. T h e y  w e r e  r a n d o m i s e d  then a n a l y s e d  
in the f o r w a r d  a n d  b a c k w a r d  d i r e c t i o n s .
iii
E s t i m a t e s  of the n u m b e r  o f  the i n d i v i d u a l ' s  v o c a b u l a r y  w e r e  m a d e  
u s i n g  the n u m b e r  of w o r d s  a p p e a r i n g  o n c e  and the a v e r a g e  n u m b e r  of 
t i m e s  the w o r d s ,  in the s a m ple, a p p e a r e d  (first cell and m e a n  m e t hod) .
A c c e p t a b l e  e s t i m a t e s  r e s u l t e d  but a d r a w b a c k  w a s  that the e s t i m a t e  
o f  v o c a b u l a r y  s h o w e d  an u p w a r d  dri ft as a s a m p l e  siz e (i.e. text length) 
increased. T n i s  was c o r r e c t e d  by m a k i n g  an a s y m p t o t i c  fit.
T h e  m e t h o d  has d e f i n i t e  p o s s i b i l i t i e s  as a p s y c h o m e t r i c  tool
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a child live a m  a 
first time has a vocal
• is based on the fact that 
i he comes to school for the 
lot more than five hundred
is to how the figure of five
LECTURER:
s ana a half 
ndred words, 
during a lecture
* ' Ki ^ 1 ir .3 Q > • / r», . ■ »,•■J 5LI1 i \J wA A  ♦  • W  i «V «** v —•
hundred was arrived at?'.
'When you've had as muci experience c 
we have, you will know that a •hiId c
not have a vocabulary of more than J
This is a verbatim quotation of what took pi
at a College of Education in 1955.
The conversation is significant in thz- i ‘ illustrates a common 
phenomenon in Education, that is the quot? ion of numbers without any 
mention of the modus mensurandi; indeed in the case of vocabulary, an
attempt to discover the modus mensurandi led to the present investiga­
tion.
Two methods have been used by Educationists and Psychologists.
They are:
1.2 Sampling the dictionary 
(1)Terman used a dictionary containing 18 000 words and selected the last 
word in each successive sixth columni this resulted in a sample of 100 
words.
Terman's test required the testor to interview the testee and ask 
the test< • what the word meant. He gives a selection of acceptable 
and non-acceptable definitions for the yuidar e of testers, including 
'full credit' and 'half credit'.
The estimate of the testee's vocabulary was then made using the 
equation:
no. of corrc _•'. r.- _ vocal, .;lar.'/_______________  ........ (1;
no. of words in test ~ no. of words in dictionary
Substituting Terman's values in (l) gives
r.o. of curre ct ancwerc _ vocab .lary 
100 = 18 000
.". Vocabulary = no, of correct answers x 180
Later the multiple choice synonym teit was developed and is the 
most .'ommon in current use,
In this type 01 test the word appears underlined in a short 
sentence and alongside it appears a list of four or five possible 
synonyms. The person under test then has to select the tjnorvym he.
is correct.
Generally therefore, if the individual scored v words correct in a 
sample of N words taken frcm a lictionary containing M words then by 
iple proportions
i * f    (2)
where x = the individual's vocabulary.
Here it must be noted that this method cannot estimate the voca­
bulary as a list of words i.e. the individual's own dictionary but it
is purely and simpx, a number.
Solving equation (2) for x gives:
x = v f    (3)
and since v is a natural number, the possible values of x are natural 
multiples of jr.
1.2.1 Defects of Samp] iru"
This method has the following inherent d« fects:
(a) Satisfying the tester in a multiple choice test does not guarantee
that the person under test knows the word sufficiently well to be 
able to use it correctly.
(b) The multiple choice method of assessment requires that the testee 
knows the word, the synonym and that they are synonyms.
(c) The multiple choice method can be used lust as effectively to test 
the synonym in the list as it is to test the word underlined in 
the sentence.
(d) Using a large dictionary end a number of words in the test of a 
few hundred will result in a population with vocabularies which 
are multiples of say a thousand or more.
(e) The method is of no use with illiterates and pre-school children.
(f) If the words in the test are graded for difficulty, testees may 
either stop when they have reached their limit or may continue 
by guessing until they finish the test. In this case the 
question of answers correct due to .guessing must be raised.
(g) The compilers of the dictionary are taken as the arbiters of 
which words are permitted the individual. No allowance can be 
made for special 'family' words or words from another language.
3(h) Depending on which dictionary is used, Hartman^ 1941 found that
current methods of estimating vocabulary size 'fit only the
dictionaries upon which they are based'.
Four lists from different dictionaries administered to 100 col­
lege students showed large variations in vocabulary size.
Four lists from a single dictionary administered to normal school 
graduates yielded similar results and serial order lists administered 
as a check showed a high degree of agreement all indicating mean 
vocabularies in excess of 200 000 words.
'There is only one conclusion possible - tne average undergraduate
has an actual vocabulary of a magnitude conventionally deemed unbe­
lievable. '
1.2.2 Advantages of Sampling 
The multiple choice method has the following advantages:
(a) It is easy to administer and mark. It does not require any 
special skill or training on the part of the tester.
(b) Large numbers of testees can bo tested at the same time.
(c) The test may be administered in a short time.
(d) The same test can be used over a wide range of vocabularies.
(e) Using a separate answer sheet, test papers or booklets may be
re-used.
1.3 Exhaustion
The second method is an attempt to 'record to exhaustion'. In this
method the individual's utterances a;e recorded over a finite period
of time and it is assumed that during the recording period the indi­
vidual exhausts his store of words.
Due to the obvious difficulty of determining the point of ex— 
austion the method has been -'.dapted so as to record the common voca­
bulary of a group of children. Burroughsv ^  recorded children's 
onversations either by hidden microphones on school playgrounds or 
by interviews with individual children.
After recording, the words were then ranked in popularity, 
aa reflected by the number of times they appeared in the sample.
A criterion was then established for discarding words assumed not 
to be common to the group , the usual criterion being that words 
■cd by two members or less were deemed to be not common to the group 
and were discarded.
The obvious defect of this method is that the probability of a
4rare word appearing increases with the size of the sample of words 
taken from the individual and it is therefore extremely unreliable to 
set up such arbitrary criteria as flagging interest on the part of the 
children. This method of recording, although of interest, is not 
relevant to this study,
1.4 Others
Other recorders'1^ ' arK*  ^ took down ev.ry word used by a child during 
a week or a day but did not use the data to try and estimate the
5CHAPTER II - A NEW APPROACH
2.1 A Hew Approa-vi
In view of the disadvantages and unreliability of current vooaoulaiy
tests it was decided that a new approach be explored.
3riieria
The following criteria were assume i:
(i) One individual at a time should be investigated.
(ii) Nothing extraneous to the testae's experience or lifestyle 
should be used.
(iii) The testae should not know that he/she was being tested or even
at idle
(iv) The words recorded, tested or used snould be the testae's own.
It was assumed, concerning any individual,chat at any one Instant
(i) he/she possessed
a finite vocabulary 
(ii) with each item of vocabulary was associated a finite proba­
bility of occurrence
(iii) in any finite rample of words recorded from the individual,
in order, repetitions included, la; the evidence :or an estimate 
of the total content of vocabulary.
From the foregoing it is obvious that as an individual produces 
words from his/her vocabulary, he/she naturally repeats more and more 
of the words already used, i.e. that the probability of the next word 
being a new appearance is monotonic decreasing with increasing sample
size.
2.3 Two Variables 
Even simpler, instead of thinking about rates it was decided to define
two variables:
(i) total words used, t
(ii) the vocabulary contained in t, v111
Again it is obvious that as the individual uses more and more words so 
the vocabulary contained in the words used can either increase or re­
main the same.
Thus v(t) is a positive monotonic increasing function of t, sounded 
above, because even if the individual under test knew all the words in 
several languages and several iictionaries in each language, his/her
6vocabulary would yet be finite.
Expressed mathematically:v(t)= f(t) an- Limit v(t) ■ V
L -*■ <xt
See Figure 1 on page 9.
Figure 1 shows the graph of v(t) vs t as a series of discrete 
points. Bearing in mind that t and v(t)are both natural numbers 
this is a true representation of the co-ordinates. For convenience, 
later, a smooth curve will be used.
2.4 Recording
As a pilot survey, essay books were borrowed from six hi; -ohool pupils. 
The pupils were selected so as to give the greatest possible spread of 
results. One normal, average, well adjusted, middle of the road, 
steady worker, one highly intelligent but unpredic .able quasi­
neurotic and four adaptation class members, selected to contrast with 
the other two.
English composit.on books were borrowed with the pupil’s consent 
and the individual's dictionary was compiled. Each word was checked 
with the dictionary to see whether it, th * t.. word, had appeared 
before or was a first appearance. If the word had been used before 
one was added to t and v(t)remained constant. If the word was a 
first appearance, one was aided to t and one to v(t).
f . * Lemma'.l.'u'.i jn 
The recordings were made in 1958 and at that date no rules for lemmati- 
sation were available and arbitrary decisions were made, the general 
rule being 'new idea =■ new word'. Regular derivations by the ad­
dition of ed, ing, arion etc., were not taken as 'new words' unless 
some special meaning was usually attached to the derived form of the 
word.
At this stage it is not really important whether the words are 
lemmatised or not because each person will ha/e his/her own lemma 
ratio and al' r lemmatising the sample, a more or less fixed ratio of 
vocabulary to lemmas will be found. In fact this lemma ratio may well 
provide an interesting field for research.
The results of the word counts at intervals of 100 upwards and a 







IABLB 1. 6 CHILDREN v(t) vs (t)
Age 14 years 
Lower middle class 
Suburban 
Normal
Friendly, reliable (class monitor)
t 100 200 30(D 400 500 600 700 900 900 1000
v(t) 71 124 156 198 232 262 295 325 362 389
t 1100 1200 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000
' v(t)411 445 4 7 512 536 556 581 599 612 630
Jane • Age 14 years
Background : Profeasional
Environment : Suburbun
IQ : Well above normal
Personality : Highly strung, unreliable
t 100 200 370 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
v(t) 66 107 149 201 246 264 324 356 380 411
t 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000
v(t ) 440 466 501 531 566 590 614 647 671 689
t 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900
v(t) 70 7 734 754 778 799 823 847 874 898
Noel . Age 13 years
Background : Suburban Institution
IQ i Below normal
Personality ; Diifident, defensive
t 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
v(t) 61 112 160 202 238 257 287
ABIiE 1
Age i) years 
suburban Irstitution 
Below normal
ICO aHj :uu '00 oou
V V) 67 118
400 HJ O v V 'CO 1000
:o 430
IIX 120<
100 200 300 400 500 700
(t) 62 102 140 179 245 268
G o rc p o s l ' j  Grat-\
tod on the same set of axes
tween the curves after only
curve was given by ICal :oim 
Subsequent enquiries reveale. 
i . ' lass  for sociological
0 10 20 30 AO t













As a preliminary investigation the results oi this pilot study 
showed sufficient promise to permit further work.
2 .8  "o I.iodel
The absence of a mathematical model to ieu cri.be the v.a.a c - on—
siderable delay because it was realised that as the graphs would have 
to be extrapolatedj the criterion of mere 1 goo ness of lit' would be, 
in fact, no criterion at n
To quote Kerrich J,E.  ^^ ' "Oive me any set oi points, boy, and 
t i t i fit you anj/ one ot*  ^ cn models, eacn one as *tood a -it as jhe
i
2.9 General Properties cf I..ouol
The following general properties of any model must be adhered
1. v(t) as a function of t, must be bounded above.
2. The gradient of v(t) vs t must be mono tonic decreasing with 
limit zero.
3. v(l) = 1, i.e. the first word used must be a first appearance, 
for t = 1, v(l) = 1.
2.10 Probabilities
In search for a suitable model it was realised cl ue individual's 
vocabulary was purely and simply a set of probar .ties and that when 
a person spoke or wrote, he/she was simply sampling from his/her set of 
probabilities.
The details of the derivation are given in the next chapter.
CHAPTER III
THE FUIIDAI.EHTAI VOCABULARY THEORE;..
3.1 Finite Humber of 'Varda
The \ bulary of an individual is a finite number of words V.
3.2 A Set of Probabilities
Each word appears with its own probability x, but any attempt to
measure this probability for any given word, used by the individual,
using the ratio
no. of aprearun,--j _
no. of words in sample
will give a set of varying results distributed about a mean. In the 
case of words appearing only once in a sample, the true probability of 
occurr can only be guessed. For this reason a continuous dis­
tribution of probabilitj.es is assumed, as an adequate approximation.
3.3 Distribution of Frequencies
Such a frequency distribution is shown in Figure 3 on page 13.
The frequency function f(x) is defined as follows:
f(x) 6 x = the number of words having frequency 
between x and x+Sx 
See Figure 4 on page 13,
Any such distribution must have the following properties:
3.3.1 /“ f(x)dx - V   (4)
o
The area under the f(x) curvet i.e.
/^f(x)dx = V = total vocabulary
3.3.2 Q‘xf(x)dx « 1
The sum of the products of the probabiliti s and the 
number of words having those probabilities, i.e.
^1xfi'x)dx = 1   (5)
3.4 v(t) A Function of t - Derivation
After a total of t words hax been used, this sample,t, will contain a
number v(t) of words from the vocabulary. The vocabulary v(t) con­
tained in t will consist of words of varying probability.
v(x,t)5x is defined tc be the number of words with probability 
between x and x+Sx, brought out in a sample of t words.
In general, the vocabulary v(t), which is the total of all different
words in t, i.e. v(t) * / v(x,t)dx, will be drawn initially from :
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1. Words of higher probabilities i.e. large x, and
2. Those 6 intervals with a large ordinate i.e. populous intervals.
See Figure 5 on page 13.
v(x) and f(x) are plotted together in Figure 6 on page 21.
For the delta strip shown the shaded area represents the number of 
words having probability between x and x+6x, remaining in the indivi­
dual's vocabulary (or word store .
Taking a further 6t words from the individual will bring out more
words from the delta strip.
The increase in v(x,t)6x namely 6v£x,t) dxjwill depend on:
1. The number of words in the delta strip not yet used,
i.e. [f(x) - v(x, tTj 6x
2. The probability, x,with which each of the words in the delta strip
appears.
3. <5t, provided St is small.
This gives the difference equation
a[y(x,t)ax] = xat|7(x)sx - v(x,t)sx]   ( 6)
but by definition
5[y(x,t)6x] = v(x,t+6t)Sx - v(x,t)Sx   ( ?)
.*. v(x,t+5t)5x - v(x,t)5x = x6t[f(x)6x - v(x,t)Sx|









Transposing and collecting gives:
v(x,t+St)6x - v(x,t)Sx + v(x,t)x6x6t = xf(x)6x6t ......... (s)
Since t is a natural number, the lowest value of St is 1 
.*. (8) becomes
v(x,t+l)6x = v(x,t)Sx (1-x) + xf(x)6x   (9)
putting t = 0 in (9) gives v(x,0)Sx (l-x) = 0
.*. v(x,l)6x = xf(x)Sx   (10)
Which is not surprising because this is a statement of the proba­
bility that the first word will appear from the delta strip, f(x), x
FIG 3 Distribution of word occurrence
probabilities
Area.f(x)6x = Number of words
with probability 
betv/een xandx+&x
® FIG4 Delta strip of probabilities
x
FIG 5 Graph of v(x) vs x
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Putting t = 1 in (9) gives 
v(x,2)6x » v(x,l)6x(l-x) f xf(x)fix 
substituting for v(x,l)6x from (l() gives
v(x,2)6x = xf(x)5x(l-x) + xf(x)6x ....... (11)
putting t = 2 in (9) gives 
v(x,3)Sx ■ v(x,2)6x(l-x) + xf(x)6x 
substituting v(x,2)6x from (ll) gives
v(x,3)6x = jxf(x)(l-x)5x + xf(x)6x| (1-x) + xf(x)5x ..... (12)
v(x,3)6x = xf(x)fix |jl-x)" + (l-x) + l]
continuing to increase t gives, for t = t
v(x,t)6x = x-(x)5x tl-x)t_1 + ..... (l-x) + ij ........ (|3)
Summing the terms of the G.P. in the square brackets gives;
v(x,t)Sx = xf(x)jx (l-x) "-1
(l-x) -1 _
and v(x,t)6x = f(x)<5x ^•(l-x)t +{]
= f(x)ix - (l-x) 'f(x)6x
How letting 6x y  0 and summing for all the delta strips, 
gives:
/v(x,t)dx = /f (x)dx - /(l-x)tf(x)x
v(t) = V - /(l-x)tf(x)dx  (14)
3*4.1 t,A Continuous Variable 
If instead of taking t as a natural number, t is taken as a continuous 
variable then (6) i.e.
5 [y(x,t)6x| = x6t (f(x)dx - v(x,t)6x]  (15)
can be solved by integration as follows:
 06,
and since for any given delta strip, x,f(x) and 5x are constant, 
equation (16) becomes:
^,t)6x - - X  f i t .........(17)
ln(f(x)dx - v(x,t)6x]= -xt + C  (18)
C is evaluated by putting t = 0 in 1^8) 
ln(f(x)6x) = C
and substituting this value for 0 in (18) gives:
In
In
f(x)<5x - v(x,t)6x] = -xt f [f (x)fi^
• f(x)iSx - v(x.t)gx -xt
f(x)«x
i’(x) 6x - v(x,t)6x = f(x)6xe”A “
Letting gx -» 0 and summing for all the delta strips
A(x)dx - v(t) = ^ e-Xtf(x)dx
i.e. v(t) - V - ^«rxtf(x)dx   (l9)
3.4.2 Two Fomj of th,- Il.cor'-m. The theorem thus takes two forms.
a. For t a natural number
v(t) = V - /(l-x)^l'(x)dx     (20)
and
b. For t a continuous variable
v(t) = V - / e Atf(x)dx , ........ (21)
o
3.4.3 Two Further Forms of the Theorem
But should the correct probability of occurrence for each word in the 
individual's vocabulary be known, the integral signs would be re­
placed by sigma summation signs and two further forms of the theorem 
be obtained.
c. For t a natural number and a discrete distribution of probability 
v(t) = V - i'=i (l-x1)“n(xi)   (22)
where n(r:^ ) = number of words having probability x^ •
d. For t a continuous variable and a discrete distribution of 
probability
v(t) = V - e~Xitn(x1)   (23)
If it is assumed that each word has its own unique probability of 
occurrence, then n(x.) - 1 for all x.
7
and x (x^) = 1
Equation (22) becomes, for t a natural number,
v(t) = V - j 1 (l-x_)"   (24)
and equation (23) becomes, for t a continuous variable,
v(t) - V - J. e^i*   (25)1*1
Equation (24) was suggested by Kerrich ’' in 1969 and independent­
ly by Ridley^^ in 1970.
3.5 The Limitin' cases of the Theorem
3.5.1 f(x) Continuous and t a Natural Number 
Applying form (a) of the theorem to any practical case requires 
that:
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v(0) = 0 
v(l) = 1 
and v(«) = V 
We get v(0) = V - /f(x)(l-x)°dx 
= V - ^f(x)dx
= V - V = 0 by definition of / f(x)d) 
v(l) = V - ," f(x) - f xf (x)dx 
= V - V + xf (x)dx 
= 1 by definition of /xf(x)dx 
v(”) = V - /If(x)(l-x)xix
=  V - / f (x) 0 dx
o
- ■ which ic as required
3*5.2 x Discrete, t a Natural Humber 
Ihe same is true for form (c) of the theorem, namely e q u a t io n  (22)
v(t) = V - V (l-x,)t n(x.)
1=1 1 1
v ( 0 )  = V -  7. n(x.)
1=1 1
■ 7 - V » 0  which is as required
v(l) = V - \  (l-xi)n(xi)
1=1
V - Z n(x ) + \  x n(x ) 
1=1 1 i=l 1 1
V - V + 1
1 which is as required
V(») = V - I (l-x,)“n(tj 
1=1 1 i
= V
which is as required.
3*5.3 The Two Exponential Fnrmr-. 
however, in the forms (b) and (d), namely equations (21) an d  (23)
v(t) = V - /f(x)e"Xtdx





v(0) a 0 which is as required
v(”) = V which is as required
v(l) = 7 - /f (x)e“xdx
0




which is not exactly 1 but as is usual in these cases the difference 
is minimal and the integration is not impossible.
5*6 General Applicability of th,. Theorem
-ie ^eorem is not only true for words but applies to any set of 
probabilities.
In general, let the number of members of the set be N, and the
number revealed or exposed, be n (i.e. the expectation value).
*hree we^1-known examples Immediately come to mind.
3.6.1 Radio-active Decay
*n this case tno set oi elements is a number,!?, of atoms which can 
all decay with identical probability \
;i) A discrete distribution,
(ii) t, a continuous variable.
i.e. v(t) = V -  ^ e'"Ci n(xj..................... ......  (26)
which then appears as
N
n(t) « N - z n(x) e”X
1=1   ^  /
= N - Ne“Xt 
Transposing gives:
" -   (28)
The left hand side of (28) namely N - n(t),
the difference between the total number of nuclei involved and the 
number decayed, gives the number of nuclei undecayed.
Let the number undecayed be:
= N - n(t)
thus
"t -   (29)
which is a well-known result in Physics.
3.6.2 Discharge of a Capacitor 
In this case we have a number of electrons I? (each with a charge q)
which can either leave the capacitor with probability k in any one second
or remain in the capacitor with probability (l - k).
Applying form (d) of the theorem we get:
n(t) = K - l n(k) e"Kl   (30)
= N - Ne"kt
(because k is constant for all electrons of which there are N.) 
n(t) = the number of electrons which have left the
capacitor.
N = total number of electrons involved.
Multiplying through by q gives:
—J
n(t)q = Ilq - Nq e
now,
.*. n(t)q = charge which has left capacitor 
Nq = 3 = original charge on capacitor 
thus, the charge remaining on the capacitor,
■ Q - n(t)q = Qe k ......... (3l)
which is a result well known in nlectrical engineering.
3.6.3 Number of Faces shown by a Die ^
Suppose a die has N faces each of which appearswitv probability ^ per
throw.
Form (c) of the theorem thus applies, namely:
v(t) = V - £ (1 - x ^  n(x ) .......  (32)
1=1
which becomes,
nKt) « N - (1 - |)t N  ^ ........ (33)
(again there bting only one probability, ^ and N elements,
N
thus I n(x ) = II 
1=1
Simplifying (33) gives:
n(t) ■ N(l - (l-^)t)
n(t) being, in other words, the expected number of different faces 
showing after t throws. In the case of a six sided die, after no 
throw
n(o) ■ 6 (l - (4)°)
= 6  (l — l)
= 6 x 0
= 0, as expected
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after one throw
n(l) ■ 6 (l - I-)
- 6 x (i)
= 1, as expected 
after two throws
n(2) = 6 (l - (f)4’)
= 6 ‘ 6 x 3^
5
= 14 , as expected
All these examples are special cases of the theorem, in particular 
where all members of the set have equal probability.
3.7 Various Attempts to find an Algebraic expression for fix) 
Taking the theorem in the form of equation (20) various functions 
were tried for f(x) namely
1. th- log-normal
2. the Beta function
3. the distribution function y = ae 1 x x
3.7.1 Criteria for Acceptability of Pit 
The criterion for acceptability could not be taken as goodness of fit 
because as has been pointed out in Chapter II, it is relatively ea y 
to get a good fit to curves as smooth as those in Figure 2 with 
a large number of functions. It was therefore decided to estimate V 
by an iterative least squares method, not for the complete sample but 
for a partial sample of the lirst few hundred words and then re- 
estimate V for a larger and larger frai tion of the total sample.
3.7.2 No Drift
If the function f(x) is to be accepted,then for increasing t^there 
should be no drift ir the estimate of V, but the successive estimates 
should approach closer and closer to the true V. This should also 
be true for any other parameters of the distribution function.
Jee Figure 7 on page 21,
By this criterion all three distributions proved to be completely 
unacceptable.
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• J • .A MluQ ml IlUluj;
(8)
Sicl,el 'Uggeiced that, because of the non-reversibility ot the
v(t) vs t observed function, if a sudden influx of new word took
Place due to a topic change for example, then the sud den increase
■" v(t) would raise v(t) and keep it raised, and only slowly would 
the graph return to normal,
See Figure 8 on page 22.
A sudden influx of new words at A would quasi-permanently raise
■api
3.7.4. I-1! f ftTont I,it ion
(8)
suggested that if tht function be differentiated and fittc 
to the differences between the v(t) for successive hundreds of t.
then the sudden influx would be localised and its influence minimise 






FIG6 fix) and v(x) vs x
6v
(t)
FIG 8 Sudden influx v(t) vs t
FIG 9 Sudden influx 6v(t)vs t
CHAPTER IV 
THE THEOREM
4.1 Conservation of Vocabulary
V is a fixed number.
Any individual has at his disposal a finite number of words V, 
which he can use or not use during the course of any piece of writing 
or speech, N words long. The number of words N, is known as the 
text length (whether written or spoken).
Some of the wo^ds used will appear once, others twice, thrice, 
etc. Other words will not appear at all.
If the words are grouped according to the number of times they 
appear, r, in a text of length N, we define f j(r|N),
(where 0 < r < N), as the number of words appearing r times in a 
text N words long.
*“e subscript 1 is used because the observations start at r = 1,
This function f (^r|ll) is a frequency distribution and must not be con­
fused with the probability distribution f(rj’f) (without the subscript) 
as defined later on page 24,
fj(l|N) is the number of words appearing once in text of length II, 
known as HAP AX LEGOMENA.
f j(2 |n) is known as HAPAX DISLEGOMENA.
f,(3|N) is known as HAPAX TRILEGOKENA etc.
Independently of any sample of whatever size, the following state­
ment is always true.
V - f j (0| N) + f, (1 |N) + - f, (rjtf) + ------  f, (n|n)   (3*)
Of all these terms, only two are not observable namely V and f^(o|x). 
Thus if we transpose in (34) we get
V - fjCQfN) - f | (if N) + .... f j (rf N) + .... f | (N jtt)
N
■ r.I,f>(r|N) ■ "N   (35)
n^ is thus the vocabulary contained in N.
Dividing f, (rfN) by n^ and V-f^ojN) gives
W . l d l L    (36,
v-f,(o|n )
f,(r|N)
~  is measurable and is the proportion of words
appearing r times in a text N words long.
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$(r|iN) is now defined as:
»(r|N, - ' 4 ^    (37)
If the vocabulary is considered to be a unit, no matter what its 
actual size we can adapt equation (34) by dividing each term by V 
which gives
f (OjN) f ,(l|N) f,(r|tf) f<NlN)
1 -  y ♦ — y  +   v + ----  V
1 l(^ N) ig thus that fraction of the vocabulary appearing r 
times in text N words long.
f(r|N) is now defined as:
f(r|s) . hill*!
Thus- dividing the numerator and denominator of the right hand 
side of (37) by V gives
f ,(r|N) f'<vl-
♦ (r|N) - • 7-^(0|!ir * f1(r|::)
 v  1 T
which leads to
Mr|N) *   ° 8)




is completely observable and measurable.
The right hand side of equation (38) namely:
,lr%
requires a theoretical model which is derived as follows.
4.2 A set of Probabilities 
Sichel(l' defines a vocabulary as follows:
" Let each word in the vocabulary V have a long-term probability 
of occurrence Hj, Hj• H3 .... n. ....... •
TIj refers to the word with lowest probability,i.e.,a word employed 
ve r y rarely, and is the probability of the word most frequently
used.
In the English language IIv 3 0,07, is associated with the word 
'the'.
The other probabilities 1L are a good deal smaller. As the voca 
bulary V consists of several thousand distinct words (types) 
with II < 0,07, we may for the sake of mathematical convenience 
look at the !Ls as a continuous variab’e distributed as Y(n), 
Theoretically we have
V
0 < II,< 1 and i. II. » 1 .
1 i-1 1
The function V(H) is defined as is usual in statistics, i.e.
¥(11)611 is that fraction of the vocabulary appearing with 
probability between H and II + 6H and
f ¥(n)dJI  -  1   ( 3 -
o
For clarity and convenience the following function is defined.
g ( n )  where g(n)6JI is the number of words in the vocabulary 
appearing with probability between II and 1 + 611,
thus
o
and therefore g(IT) • V ¥ ( n )
4.3 Binomial Distribution 
Any single specific word in the vocabulary will thus occupy a unit area 
of the delta strip II to II + 611 under the g(IT) curve. See Figure 10 
on page 26.
In any text N words long the specific word may appear once, twice, 
  r times ....  or not at all.
I
g ( n ) d i t  -  v (40)
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otreot occupied, ley 
s i n q l e  s p e c i f ic  w o rdj .i §
JUe probability will be binoraially distributed with the general 
term being
P (r|N) - (I) nr U - n ) N' r
Since there are g(n)6n words in the delta strip each appearing wit', 
the same probability II, the number of words from the delta strip appeal ­
ing r times in text of length N, is thus
f,(r|s,n) - (J) nr a V " r <(")«"
Summing for all delta strips gives
f|;r|N) 'Ofnr (i-n)N'r g(n)dj . Mi)
,,hich is the number of words appearing r times in a text N words 
long.
A special case of the mixed binomial is obtained by P' -tin 
r * 0 i.e.
A
f I (o) N) - J d - n ) N g(n)dn
and substituting in equation (35) gives
N ofn>dn   (42)n!) • v - J  (i-n)N g(n)dn
O
which is identical with form (a) of the theorem as derived by a much 
longer argument in chapter III.
Dividing equation U P  by V gives
3 f(r'N) - C j f  nr (i-n)N"r 4-(n)dn   (4?)
O
which is, that fraction of the vocabulary appearing r times in a 
text N words long.
4.4 The Mixing Distribution
Sichel/10  ^ chooses the generalised inverse Gaussian distribution
.t  (44>nn) ■ c n'"1 « 6 4“ b A 5 _ M ] Y
where — ® < y < ®, 0 < 0 < 1 a^nd a > ^ t ~ ~ ~
and justifies it by stating: 2S (3 1-S)
"The choice of the mixing distribution Y(I!) is crucial. As the 
observed word frequency distributions are invariably skewed in 
the extreme, it is necessary to have a mixing distribution 
which can take on very skewed shapes".
4. 5 Poisson Distribution
Sichel^11  ^having stated the mixed binomial (43) does not pursue it.
"As the H's are small, we may replace the binomial by the Poisson 
distribution". Sichel does not give a t oretical justification or de­
rivation of the Poisson distribution.
The usual derivation of the Poisson as the limiting case of the 
Binomial does not apply to word frequencies.
The derivation starts with the Binomial distribution as stated
nr(l- n,:;'r
where r = C, 1, 2, ......... N
ard 0 < n < I
The equation requires modification by putting H ^
Thut
vN-r
» 'rliO - rirrJ-rif (») G 4 )
Buv the derivation requires tliat X remain constant while N * 
or at least the tt be monotonic decreasing with increasing N, with 
limit zero.
Unfortunately being cons tar, v renders the derivation invalid.
The following derivation is suggested.
4*6 Poisson Derivation 
If the variable N is assumed to be a continuous variable (although it 
clearly is not) then we may take the lower limit of any increment in 
N, 6N as ..ero (and not 1 as in the case of the Binomial). The fol­
lowing assumptions are made:
( i )  W ith  each word i s  a s s o c ia te d  a p r o b a b i l i t y ,  o r  r e l a t i v e  f r e ­
quency o f  o c c u r r e n c e , H .
( i i )  I f  6N i s  s m a l l  th e n  th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  the  word o c c u r r in g  d u r in g
6N i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  to  5N. P ( l | 6 N )  -  TI6N and the  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f
th e  word n o t  o c c u r r in g  d u r in g  6N i s  thus P(0 |n) -  1 -  n6N. . .  ( 45 )
( i i i )  I t  i s  a ls o  assumed t h a t  ^ f  6N is  s m a l l  enough o n ly  one e v e n t  can
o c c u r  d u r in g  6N i . e .  the  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  two e v e n ts  o r  more o c c u r ­
r i n g  d u r in g  5N i s  z e r o .  C e r t a i n l y  in  th e  case o f  6N b e in g  a 
number o f  w o rd s ,  th e n  when 6N< 1 the c o n d i t i o n  is m e t .
C o n s id e r  a sample o f  t e x t  N words lo n g  fo l lo w e d  by an in c re m e n t  in
N, 5N.
I f  the  e v e n t  does n o t  o ccu r in  N ♦ 6N th e n  i t  does n o t  o c c u r  i n  N 
o r  i n  SN,
thus ?; |n + &;) - p ( j: i: Is
= ?({:.(! -II<5- from (45)
= p(v|:i) - :-( 1 1) nsii 
?(•; |:;+5n )-p(c| ;) = - n |n ) nsn
. p(ol.><5i:)-p: j-) = - ns:;
•• pfop)
which is 'tt- 4  = - K M
let tin# 6N 0 and integrating we get
/d!i
i.e. P(0|N) = - IlN + c ......... (46)
C is evaluated L;; p '.t’in,: N = 0 which gives
P( jo) = 1
(the probability of t;. 0: 1 not occurring in a text zero words long
is a certainty)
and In P( | ;) = 0
substituting in (46) giv .
In P( | ) = - n r 0 + C
C =0
and thus F( | = e
Now considering the pro bility o f the word occurring one in
text M + 6N we get
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p(l| > 6H) = p(l| ) p( |5N) + H '  \ . l ) P(l|6N)
= p(l| )(l-n6J) + e"';" n5N 
= P(i| ) - (i|N)n5n + e”n" H6:;
P(i|:-+4N) -  P d k )  _ ne“n -  I n) n
5 :i
letting 51 i ■* 0 and transposing give a
p(i|.:) + np(i|:0 = ne_Xl   -47;
VA *
multiplying <47) t - Integrating Factor 
gives —fr P(l|ii)+n.- P(l| ••) = ;1
which is 7T |e P(l| ] * :1
Integrating with reapec*. to N gives
J - L  en:; p(i|*i)di; = /ndN
en:i p (i|n ) = nN + c
and again putting II = 0
gives 0 = 0  [ecause P(l|o) = Q 
thus P(l|ll) = UNe 
Further, considering the pro ability of the word occurring twice
.n text II + 6i! we get , ,
?(:/N+«N -- P(2jN) P(o|«N)+P(l|N) P(1|5N)+P(c |n ) P(2|o n )
The third term ?( )jl f(2|5Il) vanishes since 6N is small enough for
;he word to be un;.. . vu occ *r twice in it.
Ihis gives , . P(2|ll) m  + HNe'n:: H6N
and -pr[p(2f II) + H; ( {‘ J) ” 1 Ne
Multiplying by th« Integrating Factor e,u' and integrating gives
P(2lll) 0%' 4JI2
2
and P(2jli) = e‘n‘‘
Continuing this pro css i.e. subs tit i ting e ^  for P(d|:0 In
P(;| +5IJ) = P(31II) P(o|«N) + P(2|ll) P(l|5N) etc.
leads finally to Poisson1s Equation
P(rjf)
r
i E T    (48)
ITCTE: Using the notation of Chapter III i.e. putting v=x, J*t in (48; and
taking the case where r=0, we get:
P(0/t) = e-xt
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and. wince by the notation of Chapter III there are f(x)sx wo/cis which
all appear with probability x we get by multiplying e‘x by f(j]6x
and summing for all delta strips, 
the number of words not appearing in sample
1
V = v(t) =^  e"xt f(x)dx 
o
and thus 1
v(t) » V - y e-x' :(x)dx 
o
which is form b of the theorem as derived in Chapter III.
Calculation of the Binomial and of the Poisson probabilities for
r = 1
n i o,oi 
and N > 100
showed negligible differences and the Poisson distribution has been 
accepted.
4.7 I'.ixe: Poisa ::.
Since YCl)611 of the vocabulary appears with probability H the proportion 
of words appearing r times each in a text  ^words long is then given bv 
the mixed Poisson distribution
f(r|r;) - /  e*^ (Hti)1* Y(n)dR   (49)
substituting for Y(n) from (44) gives
f ( r j s )  .  f ,  <:m)r  i f - '  dn   (50)
0 ( 12)
Integration of ( 50) is ’ by C i jlie 1 as iollows:
/* on _
firstly since c"' ( . r (H) dH 7 0
we may replace the upper limit of the integral by ® giving 
f(r|u) . 2  „r p  . ,  - %  ....... .(51)
and secondly e-
putting rt * 2  : eu when " = 0, u = - "
y — + (:,-l)2 and when H = ®, u = ®
»V%
and dfl - —  ~ e du    (52)
y/~ +(:i-l)2 we get
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' - s e r @ " f e "
-1 _/^(N-l)2 aV| e“U
e • duCN
rCN
( N - l ) 2
y J ? \ uY  ]2 * du
CN
-it 1+ (N-lftT (coshu) e du
Y*( ~ \ C^r+ ,u 1 +
^ V H ( N - I ) e /  7
(N-l)6 coshu du
Z ttQ \t+ ________
^  .2---  'C0.h[.,(,*r2 » Sinh[U(v»r)3 ),-»0'C-U9 “ «h“ du
r * V  i*(N-i)e/ J
Now s inet s inh  u ( v + r )  i s  a n t is y m m e t r ic  about the origin and 
e~ '^fl n~‘ !H 008 ‘ u i s  sym m etr ic  abo u t the  o r i g i n  i t  f o l l o w r  that
f
Sinh u(Y+r) e-'^tX-De «o.hu ^  . „
an * t h e r e f o r e
f(
- too
/ 'l±l \ +r / 
r|N)-2^r [ I cosh[ (Y+r^r‘ V 1>(N-I)e/ L
-a'!♦(N-l)ti coshu du ••••••••« (53)
4 .7  The Modified Bessel Function of .’Second Kind 
S i c h e l 11  ^ shows t h a t  ( 5 3 )  i s  a well kr,u».i Bessel function integral
nameLy
f(r|,«..pxf_T_^ +r K  C' i*(x-i)e)
1 "r7 V  v  i w ?
(54)
where K is the modified iiessel function of second kind of order r * y 
and argument aA+(N-l)6
The normalising constant C can now be evaluated by putting 
r - 0 , N - 0.
This gives the proportion o f  tue v o c a b u la r y  n o t  a p p e a r in g  in  a pample  
of no si^ L at all.fhus
f(0|0) - 1
i.e.
by substituting for C in  ( 44 )
Y
and again, substituting for Cin (54) gives
Y
Sichel cransromea equation 143/ i.e.
by putting X - NIT and dX -^jcin
Taking " as the upper limit of integration, gives
where
f(x)4 ‘) X- £
'i (a/1-8 )
by the sam® reasoning as shown in equations (50) to (57),
(and with X = Nil) 
we get
( / v ^ t a  6 /2)r
f(r|>,>' - ^ , -v r  w v   <59>
The symbols 6 ,^ and a^, arc chosen because having made the substitution 
X ■ ITN the parameters will be dependent on N. Comparing e quations 
(57) and (59) gives
c»N - a/l+(N-l)e   (60
and
aN0N - — N--a- '3- ■■
/1+(N-1)8   (61)
from which we get 
a „ N8
N 1+(N-1)8   (62)
«Mi.
1_eN " 1 + (N-1)8   (63)
which then lead to the equations
o^/l-B^ » a/l-8   (64)
jtod
eN e
a-eN)N * yre   <65>
and as can be seen from the fight hand sides of the equations (64) 
and ( 65),
   e
t:N/l-eN and are INVARIANT with N.
In addition it should be notod that y has not changed and thus
Y:J = Y —  INVARIANT with 'T
4.8 Zero Truncation 
From equation (38) we have
*(r|N) - TriTo^ST
This equation is arrived at by Sichel(U> by applying the process 
known as zero truncation.
Substituting for f(r|n ) and f(0| N) from equation (59) gives
, (, i „ . - a m s — m
-  (0tNeN'/2) Kr-^-, (aN)
■ B S S B B H H i  v /K (a/l+(N-l)8)
- KY(aN)   (66)
putting y • • I "a priori" and r • 1 
giv=, ♦(l|«) -       (67)
. I
K-fc(V l 0N)(1" V  2 "K-i(oi;)
4.9 Modified Bessel Function Equations 
Applying the modified Bessel function symmetry equation
y z> ■ *.v<z)
and the elementary function equat n for half integer orders,
N
gives
. I . "4# .  C" V 2J__________
. 6 aNCaN N/2)
e-aN/l-eN' _e"aN
- -jy!i |e\ <1"a ' V ) -3   (68)
4.1 0 E s t i m a t o r s
SicheV^1, contends that "as the observed proportion of words which are 
used once only is usually large, fairly efficient estimators may be 
obtained from *(l) and the arithmetic mean r of the sample".
From (66) we get
= (#  ^
( ^ =% ) KY(aM^ ) - Ky(»n)
putting y ■ “i 'a priori' gives
E(r|N). ^ 5  1   (69)
Dividing (69) by (68) gives
/(rW.   (70)
♦TTni> /Pe;
If E^rjrtt)  ^ 4>(lfN), «N •’nd 6  ^are replaced by statistics and 
astimates and 8 ,^ respectively, and if we write
i±Hm , we obtain from (70)
SB(l-y - lnf^/$(l|n)]   (71)
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and from (68) 
?(l/«) " SN 72)
Substitution of (71) into (72) leads to
<l+yiu 5-ag>b - 0   (73)
where a - 2^ -  ln[^(l|ti)]   (7^ )
and b = 2* (l|N) + ln[r^ '|(l jN)]   (?5)
Equation (73) can be solved by iteration
whence »„ - 1-g"   <76)
“ d ’'m ‘ in C ^ U | N ) ]    (77)
4.11 Estimate of V 
From equation (57) namely
^ <r|N> 7 1 7 ^ ) " (a'T>(N""TT5) < /
multiplying by V, ant sumning we get
V 1 f(rjN) -• V  I f(r N) ■ V 
r-0 r-o
N
V r $(r|N) - V-V *(0 N) 
r-1 ’
i*e. nN - v[l-<p (o| N)J
,r / /T=e y  lyu/i+w-ue) 1
L \/l+(N-l)W Ky ( a / t t eeeeeeee (79 /
Experience has shorn that it is very c v/enient to put y = - | 
a priori". It makes the mathematics much more tractable and in the 
case of word frequencies it has been shown that estimating y produces 
values so lose to as to make acceptable.
‘ lchel shows that Y» - £ gives excellent agreement between theory 
and observation.
Tims with y = -£ "a priori".
..(78)
1 + ( N - 1 ) ^  e- a / l - e
-1
V [ - e - ^  ( V U C ^ N  ij] (82 )
putting c - ar^^e - aN/l-0N ...... (83)
0
and d - -     . ... (84)
1 -0  N ( 1 - 0 n )
gives Hj. - v[l-e"c(/n3S'"l>l
nN nNV
Sichel^ ' ' has shown that V - ^  by the following arguments
Applying the notation of Chapter IV to equation 20 on page 15 which read*
v(t) - V - ^ (l-x)t^(x)dx 
we get ,
- v [i- I (i-it)N t(n)dn]
o
putting N * 1 
gives r \
n, - V - V | (1-n) Y(n)dH" /
£  f(n)dn + v
- f
o
v - v ( m ) d n  1 iTY(n)dn
nv(n)dn
But by definition and by nature 
n, - 1
V - — ....   (85)
nv(n)dn
r -
The denominator of (85) gives the mean of the probability distribu­
tion nit) tor word probabilities and the total vocabulory 'V is the 
inverse of the mean of the probability distribution given by (44)
r - U "  - ^
b / H M  n e
f(n) -_______ _ _
2Kv(a/l-6)   1Y
where (0 < H < 1) and with C - ~ Z
* 2K (a/l-9
Bearing in mind that / f(!l)dl! = 0
- y-i -<i - 
n e   (86)(f(n)dn • i m f




' [ T f i ^ h e y
j v - v - i  • " - * «
The required mean of f(n ) is
I  nf(n)dn = | nf(n)dnf
V (' nr" U n " ^  a  . (88)
2K (a*T-6) J
,1 a20
Y o / r e ) o
Hence ty comparing indices in equations (86) and (88) we see that we
must now replace Y by Y+l
Consequently
t e i - Y p e-(5
2K (a/V-9 J
) o
e • l , n  '  ^  d „
|*2y'T-8/ciO J 2Kv»i(«/l -e
2KY(a/T-9
O0 K^+ 1 (a/l-e)
2/I^e Ky (a/T-e)
and thus by equation (83)
V . 2/r-e K>
“® KyH (<,/r;5)
Now putting y “ - i
gives __  ___
2* 1-6 K , (a/l-6)
 V ------ — — —
a0 K+|(o/l-6)




But as previously defined in (83) and (64)
e
c - cx/vo and d “ y^e
/. v - m = ! L >  - A  ........
O0/H9 Cd
V can now be estimated from (^ijjf) and r^by the following steps:
(1) a ■ 2r^- In] N) f i.e. equation ( 74)
b • 2i?(l| N) + ln(ry^(l|N)) i.e. equation (75)
(2) a and b are substituted into (73)
i.e.d + In ag^ b • 0
whereupon g^ie calculated by iteration
(3) 0f; » 1 - g^ i.e. equation (76)
and Ojj ■ (1-g^  In [ I{N) | i.e. equation (77)
(4) c • oN i.e. equation ( p j )




(5) V ■ tej i.e. equation (89)
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Jr... V - NEW DATA
Jew Data
.laving acquired an improved method of estimating V, most of the data 
acquired in 1958 were inadequate because only n.. and IT had been re­
corded and the texvj were no longer available. 3andrd had written 
in excess of 1? 0 0  words in the form of essays on topics of her own 
choice between hay and August 1958,and the text was still extant.
5.1 Exhaustion
Prom the evidence in the preliminary experiments it was seen that at 
the end of a text a few thousand words long, ,ie rate at which new 
words were being prcduced indicated that the subject had come no­
where near to exhausting his/her vocabulary. The asymptote was 
still a long way off. It was, therefore, decided to record a large 
text from an individual possessing a limited vocabulary. Very young 
children would be useful for this purpose. By chance two acquaint­










Happy, normal child 
Kerry's father was a small independent businessman (joinery and 
shopfitting), her mother was a secretary but was not in employment.
She chose to stay at home for the sake of Kerry and her younger 
sister. Kerry's mothejq being a trained secretary, was able to record 
Kerry's conversation in shorthand and type it later when time allowed. 
Recordings were made in two sessions per day, usually during meals 
and play times. The objectivity of the recording technique can be 
seen by details of toilet training and such everyday childhood 
disasters as 'Paba sick me teddy - me wash teddy*.
The words wore lemmatlaed before being processed, e.g. 
raining = rain. But it was noticed that invariably, only one form
o. the word was kniwn which rendered lemmatication largely unneces­
sary.
Two sets of data wer<' collected and named Kerry 1 and Kerry 2. 
Kerry 1 consisted of 2 132 words, recorded from 17 February 1975
to 24 February 1975.
Kerry 2 existed of .? 151 words, recorded from 25 February 1975 
to 22 March 1975.
5.3 Bronw.vn 
Age : 2 years
Background s Middle class
Environment : Suburban
Personality : Happy, normal child 
Bronwyn* s father was a professional physicist and her mother a high 
school mathematics teacher, but was not employed, having decided to 
devote her time to bringing up Bronwyn and her older sister.
Bronw /n spent a lot of time accompanying her suburban taxi driver
mother conveying big sister to and from nursery school, supermarket 
and all the other trips, which suburban consumerism is heir to. 
Consequently Bronwjm was exposed to big sister and lift club mates' 
-Oi.tersa uion which must inevitably have enlarged her vocabulary.
This process occurs for some but not for others and it is doubtful
whether the effect would be permanent.
Two sets of data were recorded; Bronwyn 1 and Bronwyn 2.
Bronwyn 1 consisted of 8 037 words recorded from 11 February j.975 
to 28 February 197c>.
Bronwyn 2 consisted of 2 848 words recorded from 10 March 1975 to 
17 March 1975.
Bronwyn's mother did not know shorthand but by writing fast was 
able to 'get it all down - somehow'.
Recording times were snatched at odd momenta during play sessions 
and during, and after meals,
:ronwyn knew a great many songs and rhymer but mostly they were not
recorded except by title e.g. 'song......  '.
Children's jongs vary from province to province and vary also with 
the cultural origin of the singer. Therefore, the songs were not in­
cluded with the data.
5.4 Sandrd again : A larrc text 
Sandrd had written more than 13 000 words in the form of essays on
topics of her own choice during the original experiment. The text
was still extant.
5.5 H .u 'u iliv : A c r m p to te
..errich^  '' contended thee the failure to achieve an acceptable fit 
for the v vs t curves (alternatively n_, vs M) might have been due to 
the child’s vocabulary growing during the test period. "You may ba
chasing an asymptote which is running away from you". It must be 
noted that both the younger children were going through their vocabu- 
lary-cum-language-explosion where within the space of a few months a 
child's language ability progresses from the use of a few words to 
long conversations.
5.6 Hysteresis
It was therefore decided to analyse the text in both the forward and 
reverse directions. The argument was that if the asymptote was run­
ning away with increasing N the graph of n... vs N would show less 
curvature than for a static asymptote. Conversely if the text was
reversed the graph of h,. vs N should show greater curvature. Since 
the total text length for the sample and the vocabulary contained 
.herein must be identical for both directions, the forward and back­
ward graphs would have the same initial and final points, namely 
0,0 and N, fL respectively but should show an hysteresis loop between 
their extremeties.
5.6.1 Randomising the text anl hysteresis
To put the matter of hysteresis beyond doubt it was decided to 
randomise the data and analyse them in both directions,where no 
hysteresis would be expected.
5.6.2 Randomising the Data in general
Randomising the data would also verify whether the assumption that a 
vocabulary was merely a set of probabilities was tenable. The data 
extracted from a randomised text would not be expected to differ 
markedly from that obtained from the natural text.
The randomisation procedure was applied in the cases of Kerry 1, 
Kerry 2 and Bronwyn 1.
Having provided satisfactory results the process was no longer used 
and natural data only were used in the case of Bronwyn 2 and Sandrd.
Reversing and randomising resulted in the large number of tab!is 
and graphs referred to.
3.7 The Data
Before being analysed the words were lemmatised using the rule stated
in Chapter 2.5. In the :ase of the younger children almost in-
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one form of the word was known which rendered lemmatisa- 
.nnecessary.
as punched on the computer cards and an average o' about 
ard was recorded.
analysed at intervals of one hundred words but each 
ad..: from the beginning of the text so that the first 
d text word! (tokens) on to one hundred, the second 
words one to two hundred. In this way a larger and 
ncreasing by on hundred word: at a time, was analysed, 
er was programmed to read each word, check vhether it 
lr , and how many times. The number oi .pnearances 
a printed together with the text length analysed, the 
appearing one , twice, etc. and the vocabulary con- 
tho text. Thus for each successive hundred words a 
frequency iistribution was prepared and printed by the 
complete data are shewn only when testing the model in 
ee tables 33» 35 and 36 on pages 225* 227 an- 228).
of the data in reverse order the pile of data cards 
-arsed and the computer was required to read each word 
,r. Thus each "word" became "drow", each "was" became 
'saw" became "was". The program proceeded without a
-ere randomised using a random number table generated by 
-az were th n run through the computer in both
Bronwyn (l) random forward 
Bronwyn (l) random backward 
Bronwyn (2) forward 
Sandrd forward
5.8 :HZ LA.BLE3; TYPE 1. DATA. BIBLES 2 TO 14 ON PAGES 48 I 71
7olimn 1. Heading H. Number of words in the text analysed. 
In the case of the younger children the text was analysed at 100 word 
intervals, but in Sandrd's case, with a total text length of 13 000 
words, it was decided that 200 word intervals would be adequate.
Jolumn 2. Heading :1.. Number of different words 
(types) contained in the text.
.'Olumn 3. :-eadir,' f^(11N). Hapax Legomena, i.e. number
of words appearing once in the portion of text, length N.
-olumn 4. Heading 10 (2|N). Hapax Dislegomena, i.e.
nui^ .or of words appearing twice in the portion of text, length N.
lol'umn 5. Heading f, (3 |N). Hapax Trilegomena, i.e.
number of words appearing three times in the portion of text, length N.
Column 6. Heading *1 | # The ratio, to three figures,
f TuE)
of Hapax Dislegomena to Hapax Legomena.
PPl'-W# Heading  ^1^  '" , The ratio, to three figures
of Hapax Trilegomena to Hapax Dlslegonena.
-olumn b. reading 1^   ^ The proportion of Hapax
"N
Legomena, to three figures, also designated by *(i |n ).
-ol’umn 9. Heading " 1 ^ ^ 1 1 _ The proportion of Hapax
Dislegomena, to three figures, also designated by 4(2|ll).
Column 10. Heading The proportion of Hapax
%
Trilegomena, to three figures, also designated by $(3|'.).
i NColumn 11. .iadlng j — ^ The average number of times
if
i,he .'.ords appear, to three figures. This is also known as r .
N
5.9 The Data Trends
i As expected, (the number of types) is monotonic
AnN
increasing. The rate of increase -7-^  is monotonic decreasing (as
can be expected) but after an initial rapid decrease, decreases only 
slowly. The trend is general but local deviations occur.
f,(l|N) increases rapidly at first but after N ■ 600 or 
thereabouts the rate of increase decreases markedly . In the case of 
the younger children the rate of increase decreases to a barely per­
ceptible upward trend with many local inversions.
In the case of Bronwyn 1 the large text N > 8000 words shows the 
steady upward trend very clearly.
Since all observed word frequency distributions so far produced 
show that more words appear once than any other number of times,
Hapax Legomena (f|(l|N) is a very important constituent of any word 
frequency distribution.
Since any individual's vocabulary is finite and the number of 
words in a sample is not limited (the individual can always say or 
write a few more words), it follows that eventually, with a large 
enough sample, the individual must reach the stage where he/she has 
used more words twice than once. Indeed Hapax Legomena having risen 
with increasing text size, must eventually decline as the individual 
exhausts his/her vocabulary. Ultimately the stage must be reached 
where the text is so large that the individual tends to have used 
every word in his/her vocabulary at least twice and then Hapax Lego­
mena must tend to zero.
The data show that before this stage is reached there is a long, 
very long interval during which fj(1|N) remains almost static, the 
rate at which new words appear being equal to the rate at which words, 
having appeared once, aie repeated.
The evidence in the tables shows that in no case was any decrease 
in fj(1|N) apparent.
It c.-.n only be concluded therefore that in no case was the in­
dividual anywhere near exhausting her vocabulary.
Even in the case of Bronwyn a sample of 8 037 words is still far 
too small.
f](2|N) showed, in all cases, a steady increase with in­
creasing N but the many local inversions make the trend difficult to 
read.
fj(3|N) also showed a continuing upward trend although in 
the case of Bronwyn 1 the upward trend, towards the end, had all but 
petered out.
f,(2|N)
The ratio —  showed wild fluctuations for small N
i,(l|N)
i.e. N i 500. Thereafter it rose and finally drifted slightly down­
wards. The many deviations from the trend are due to the small 
numbers involved.
fi(3|N)
The ratio — ----- showed a general upward trend with
f , ( 2 | N )
two exceptions. Bronwyn 1 forward shows a slight drop from a plateau 
between N - 5 000 and N - 7 000 towards the end of the sample.
However, the variations are large and the trend may be due to chance
only. SandrS showed no trend at all, only local variations.
.  , !,(I|N)
The proportions *(1|N) ■ -4-  showed a general
%
decrease in all cases, with fluctuations and a tendency for the rate
of decrease to decrease with increasing N.
The proportion *(2|N) - —  showed no trend in any
"N
case at all, only variations about a mean and as expected with 
steadily rising the variations decrease.
The proportion *(3|N) ■ ;N- also showed no trend,
"N
only variations about a mean.
N
The average number of times the words appeared r^* 
showed, was to be expected, a general upward trend with local
inversions.
5.10 The Graphs; Type I,Data 
Graphs of the data appear in figures 11 to 62 on pages 74 to 141.
The graphs are grouped according to vertical scale. Thus the
graphs of f,(l|N), f|(2|N) and f,(3|N) are shown on the same set 
of axes because they are measured in whole numbers which do not 
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The r a t io s  —   —  and -----------------  a re  shown on th e  same s e t  o f
f I ( 1 |N ) f , ( 2 | N )
3 X 6 8 • f  ( 1 |N )  f . ( 2 | N )  f , ( 3 | N )
The p ro p o r t io n s  ^ -------- ,  gjj—  a p p e ar to g e th e r  on
th e  same s e t o f  a x e s .
r  ■ J r- a p p e ars  by i t s e l f .
"n
The graphs g iv e  a c le a r  p ic t u r e  o f  th e  tre n d s  d e s c r ib e d  in  p a ra ­
graph  5 . 9 .
shows a m o n o to n ic  in c re a s e  w ith  in c r e a s in g  N and th e
s t e a d i ly  d e c re a s in g  s lo p e  o f  th e  g rap h  can be c l e a r l y  see n .
Sudden changes in  s lo p e  can be seen in  th e  case o f  S a n d re , who
on b e in g  rem inded  to  use as many words as p o s s ib le ,  made l i s t s
p r i n c i p a l l y  betw een  N -  9 000  and N -  10 0 00  and in  t h is  i n t e r v a l  th e r e  
is  a m arked in c re a s e  in  and c o n c o m ita n t in c r e a s e  in  th e  s lo p e  o f  
th e  g ra p h . As soon as th e  l i s t i n g  s t o p s , t h e  g rap h  resumes i t s  de­
c re a s in g  s lo p e .
f  I ( 1 1N) shows a g e n e r a l ly  in c r e a s in g  tre n d  w i t h  d e ­
c re a s in g  s lo p e .
f ) ( 2 | N )  shows an in c r e a s in g  tre n d  w ith  d e c re a s in g  s lo p e .
f j ( 3 | N )  shows an In c r e a s in g  tre n d  w h ic h  f a l l s  o f f  v e r y
r a p i d l y .  In  th e  case o f  K e r r y  1 and K e rr y  2 a l l  fo u r  g raph s  i . e .  
fo r w a r d , b ac kw ard , random fo r w a r d ,  random backw ard  from  each  t e x t  
f l a t t e n  o u t from  about N -  800 o n w ard .
In  th e  case o f  Bronwyn 1 and 2 th e  g raph s  f l a t t e n  o u t a t  about 
N -  2 5 00 .
In  S andrS ’ s case th e  graph  f la t t e n e d  fro m  N *  6 600 onward b u t  
ro se  b etw een  N *  11 800 and N ■ 13 0 0 0 .
?,(2|N) i,(3|N)
The r a t i o s  J   show heavy s c a t t e r .  In  no
f , ( l | N )  f , ( 2 | N )
case can any r e l i a b l e  t r e n d  be o b s e rv e d .
The graphs o f  th e  yo u n g er c h i ld r e n  a p p e a r to  w ander abo u t a im le s s ­
ly  b etw een  o r d in a te s  o f  a b o u t 0 ,4  and 0 , 7 .
In  th e  case o f  SandrS th e  l i m i t s  a p p e ar to  be abo u t 0 ,3  and 0 , 6 .
The proportion *(1|N) ■ — ---- showed a general
decline in every case,with a decreasing slope. The larger the text 
the flatter the graph became.
In the case of Bronwyn the lower limit observed was approximately 
0,33 and in the case of SandrS 0,4.
f.(2|N) _ f.(3|N)
The proportions $(2|N) - — %---- and J(3|N) ■  g---
N *N
showed only deviations about a mean line in all cases. As the text
length increased so the deviations decreased.
NThe average appearance rate r^  ■ In all cases the
graph showed a general upward trend with local inversions. As N 
increases so the slope of the graph decreases. This is true in all 
cases, with local deviations. The deviations are slight and do not 
markedly affect the line.
5.11 The Tables: Type 2,Calculations
The programs of the Graduate School of Business Administration of the 
University of the Witwatersrand, were used to obtain estimates of the 
total vocabulary of the children using the equations as detailed in 
Chapter 4.11.
The results of the various steps arc shown in the tables in verti­
cal columns against the size of text,N.
Sandrl's calculation tables differ from those of the younger 
children and are described separately in 5.12.
The tables are numbered 17 to 29 and appear on pages 150 to 173.
Column 1 shows, under the heading, N, the number of 
hundreds of words of text used. The one exception is Sandr6, in 
which case the number of text words under N, appears at two hundred 
word intervals.
Column 2. Heading r.
The average number of appearances of the different words (types) in
that length of text. The values are shown to five figures.
Column 1. Heading $(l|N)
The proportion of words appearing once only in a text N words long.
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5.11.1 Column t. Heading t>  RaoL' g  ^
The heading does not mean the ”square root of but means
the value of which is the root of equation (73)' namely:
(l+gN)lngN-agN+b = 0 
The equation has 3 roots, two less than 1,,and one greater than 1,
shown as points and -N3
in Figure 63 -elow.
63 Ckctch of the three roots of (l+g.Jlng^-ag,.+b=C
The root, g?.. = SU!;:)
N
when substituted into equation (73 gives
(1+ iOliii) m  " 4 M  - a i l l M  > b 
rM "N‘N N
but since a and b are defined as
a = 2r,r - In
(90)
N [ ? / * ( !  In]
and b = 2^ (11 M) + In (11 N )J| ,
substituting for a and b in (90) makes al. the terms cancel, giving 0.
Incidentally substituting
^ UlN) | n - f(llN) 11^1IN^
-Ar  for f(l|N) and -x- for makes = — jj---
which depends only cn Hapax Legoo-na and the size of the text,N.
But this result is trivial because subr'ituting
for I’m in equation ( 77), namely SN«(l-gNr 1ln(^N r^/^llN)]
‘"N
makes * $ ( l W  " °
143
~ .
Since equation (44) requires a, , g^- lUIiil is unacceptable.
N
The third root is greater than 1 and on substituting in
equation ( 7t makes ^  negative which is unacceptable by equation ( 44).
Thus the only acceptable root is the second, which was solved by 
iteration using the programs of the Graduate School of Business Ad­
ministration at the University of the Witwatersrand. The results are 
quoted to eight figures in tables 17 to 29 on pages 150 to 173.
The values of g^ are crucial to the entire calculations since all 
the other estimates with the exception of a and b are calculated from 
lN via simple equations, namely equations ( 76), (77), (83), ( 84) and 
(89).
.he possibility of confusion between roots 1" < and 'T'
"N ' a
was investigated in the case of Kerry 1 forward. The results are 
shown in table 15 on page 146.
.11.1.1. - Iple 15 Kerry 1 ■" ■ , g). vs N (see page 146)
N ‘
Grape of and vs N
Shows the text size^U at 100 word intervals up to
N = 2100.
Column 1 shows as calculated from Table 2 on page 43
The values are given to four decimal places.
Column 3 shows f)1. as in table 17 on page 150.
The values are given to four decimal places.
5.11.1.2. Kerry 1 forward. n I^ )
rN
-he results shown in Table 15 are graphed on the same set of axes in 
Figure 63 on page 147.
It is clear from the graphs that is always larger than
| and 'that a3 the text size increases both (generally) decrease
but1'the ratio
^  . —^"1''/ increases.
N
5.11.1.3. Kerry 1. The behaviour of f(g..) between
—  where f(§N) " d +gN) lngN + agN - b :I
An investigation of the behaviour of the graph of f(g„) between
4(1jK)/F^ and ^  was made, in the case of Kerry 1 forward, for
values of N = 100, 200, 500, 1 000, 2 000
- -
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Ordinates were calculated at integral and half integral tenths 
between the two points of intersection on the gr axis and at the 
turning points of the graph.
The abscissae of the turning points were calculated by iteration 
using a H.P.25c pocket calculator.
A maximum of twelve iterations was necessary to stabilize all ten 
figures on uhe display.
The equation which was solved is:
4 + 1 + lngv - a = 0   (91)
SN
wuich is the derivative of the function
f(gN) * (1+6.,) InS,. - bt;J + b
put equal to C 
The results appea in table 16 on page 148.
5.11.1.4. Table 15 Kerry 1 (forward) f(g..) between ^
a r U T .  " "
The abscissae are quoted to four decimal places and the ordinates to 
four decimal places.
Under the heading N = 100 etc. appear two columns. The left hand 
column shows values of from * ^  to included is the abscissa
of the maximum value of f(g„).
The right hand column .-how-- the calculated value of f(g^)
corresponding to the value of g,, shown in the left hand column.
The table shows that as N increases, both Ij.'.lf and g^ 
decrease, but the maximum value of f i n c r e a s e s  very rapidly.
5.11.1.5. Kerry 1 (forward) Graphs of f(g.j) vs 
for varuu.; N
The graphs of f(g,T) vs for N = 100, 200, 500, 1 000, 2 000 are
shown together on the same set of axes in Figiu ? 64 on page 149
As N increases the graph of f(g,,y vs g.j moves to the left i.e. 
to lower abscissae and in general the ordinates increase.
This results in the slope at which the line crosses the axis 
at g), becoming ever steeper as N increases. The effect of this in­
crease on the estimate of V is that small varir*' ions in f^(l In) and n^ 
which cause the curve to rise or fall as a whole will not have as marked 
an influence on the point of intersection as for small N.
145
An example io the comparison of the graphs for N = 100 and N - 200. 
There 4s an obvious deviation from the general trend and the con­
clusion is lat either 4h3 graph for II = 100 is too high or the graph for 
N = 200 is 'o low. The c/inclusion is again, that the largest possible 
text be analysed to min:m:re vacillations.
5.11.2 The Tables Type 2 (continued)
Colunm 5. Heading ^
2
The solution to equation (76), i.e. = l-£^• 
quoted to eight figures.
Column 6. Heading a,.
The solution to equation (77), namely:
The values are quoted to eight figures.
Column 7. Heading 3.,




The values of 1. are quoted to seven figures.
Column 8. Heading c..
The solution to the equation (83)
'N
The values are quoted to eight figures.
Column Heading 9,.
The estimate of the total vocabulary, i.e. v.
The results are quoted to six figures,
cNdN
5.12 Sandra's Calculation Tables 
In the case of Sandra’s data the results of the calculations were not 
shown in as great detail as for the younger children, Kerry and Bronwyn.
Firstly the result, are quoted at two hundred word intervals. 
Secondly P.,, <|>(l|!l) and g), are not shown, and thirdly the number of 
figures shown in the columns differs from the younger children.
It must oe borne in mind that the numoer of figures shown in the 
tables does not affect the final result because the computer performs all 
calculations with all the figures at its disposal and merely rounds off 
as instructed before printing.
Sandre's data and calculations appear separately in Chapter VI, 
see 6.4.
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FIGURE 64 KERRY 1 FORWARD f(gN> vs gN FOR INCREASING N
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5.13 Calculation trends
Cotu.ms 2 and 3 have been described already in Data
Tables (see 5.8 columns 11 48) and the trends h?.ve been discussed in
the Data Trends (see 5.9 rM and J(l|N). They are repeated here only 
for completeness.
^  shows a general downward trend for all samples. 
Although small local inversions of the trend appear, they are only 
slight, and localised to isolated points.
eN shows a general rising trend with only very rare and 
very small inversions of the trend. The inversions are so small that 
they usually appear in the fourth figure and very rarely in the third 
figure quoted.
a^, shows an upward trend in the small samples.
(Kerry 1 and 2 and Bronwyn 2). The trer is not at all smooth and
many inversions appear. In the case o«. Bronwyn 1 forward the upward
trend appears to peter out after about N ■ 7 000. In the three other
Bronwyn 1 cases, namely Bronwyn 1 backward, Bronwyn 1 random forward
and Bronwyn 1 random backward, the upward trend continues throughout.
The difference is only slight and is probably not significant. In
Sandre's case the trend appears to be an increase up to N » 500
followed by a decline up to N * 1 000. Thereafter appears to
level out. The fluctuations are rather large and the apparent trends 
may not be significant.
showed a general downward trend with many and large 
local inversions. This downward trend was observed in all cases and 
since
the trend is highly significant and will be discussed in much greater 
detail in 7.7.1 to 7.7.4.
£n, although exhibiting large fluctuations, appeared to 
be distributed about a constant mean. The deviations from the mean 
decreased with increasing N. Again since
V - J U  
N cNdN
the behaviour of is very important and will be discussed in more 
detail in 7.7.4.
''v shows a general, upward trend in the case of the forward 
natural data. But in all other cases no trend is immediately obvious 
apart from Large fluctuations The case of Sandr£, because of the 
listing, will bo discussed later under 6.4.4.4. to 6.5.1.
5.14 The dr.phs type 2 (Calculations)
Graph.; of . and are shown in figure1 65 to 77 on pages 177 to 189. 
The graphs ^f all three parameters, c^ ., d„ and are shown or. the 
s "ic page that their trends can be easily compared.
Kerry ! and Kerry 2 (all tour variations of each) and Bronwyn 2 were 
p l a c e d  at 100 word intervals, but to enable Bronwyn 1 to be shown on one 
p u e  the graphs were plotted at intervals of 400 words.
Some of the fine structure of the variations and fluctuations may 
have been lost but the overall trends are clear.
Sandre vis plotted at 200 word intervals.
cN, after some wild fluctuations, appears to settle down 
to deviating less and less from a horizontal average line. This trend 
is visible in all cases whether reversed, randomised, or both.
The only exception was Sandre but as has . Iready been mentioned in 
3.10.1 Sandre made lists of words which dramatically affected Hapax 
Legomena. fldiN), and in turn this affected ?N on which the estimates 
of V .. were calculated.
The effect of listing is discussed in mu^e detail in 6.4.6. to 6.5.1.
showed a continuous downward trend for all samples
whether forward, backward, natural or randomised.
2
V being calculated by V M * «■■■»- showed a steady increase 
N cNdN





All the other cases showed no clear trend at all only some rather
wild fluctuations, namely:
Kerry 1 random forward 
Kerry 1 ra.dom backward 
Kerry 2 random backward 
Bronwyn 1 backward 
Bronwy,. 1 random forward 
Bronwyn 1 random backward
I 76
The only exception appears to be in Kerry 2,
Kerry 2 shows a slight downward trend,
Kerry 2 random forward, after an initial rise from N ■ 200 to 
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AND VFIGURE 77 BRONWYN 2 FORWARD
6.1 Hysteresis
As has been mentioned the data were reversed to determine whether the 
asymptote was "running away from y o u " .
The data were reversed in the cases of Kerry 1, Kerry 2, Bronwyn 1 
and also randomised and reversed.
Graphs were prepared for all the cases and are described and discus­
sed one by one.
The graphs show fi,rvs N in the forward and backward data cases, 
together on the same axes. The data are taken from tables 2 to 13 pages 48
6.1.1 Kerry 1 forward/backward Hysteresis
Figure 78 on page 199shows the Kerry 1 forward/backward hysteresis loop.
The forward part is distinctly higher than the backward especially 
tween 11 = 300 and N = 1 600 with maximum separation at N = 1 200 where 
the difference is 18.
6.1.2 K^rry 1 random for.varl/backward Hysteresis
Figure 79 cn page 200 shows the Kerry 1 random forward/backward hysteresis 
loop.
As can be readily seen a clear separation between the two lines 
is clearly visible especially between N « 700 and N = 1 400 with a maximum 
difference of 17 at N = 1 300.
If the "running asymptote because of learning during the xest period", 
contention was correct there should be no observable separation in the 
random case and if separation did occur, it would be ascribed to nothing 
other than chance, because "random forward" differs from "random back­
ward" only in respect of the order in which the letters of the words 
were read.
Since the separation seen in the random case is as large as in the 
natural case, no significance can be attached to the natural forward/ 
backward hysteresis.
6.1.3 Kerry 2 forward/backward hysteresis
The hysteresis loop Kerry 2 forward/backward is shown in figure 80 
on page 2 0 1.
There is a clearly observable separation from N = 400 to N = 1 700 
with a maximum separation of 24 at N = 900.
6.1.4 Kerry 2 random forward/backward hysteresis
The hysteresis loop Kerry 2 random forward/backward is shown in 
figure 81 on page 2 0 2 .
There is a clear separation between the two curves from N = 400
to II -- 1 70 0 ,thereafter the two lines cross and separate in the 
opposite direction. The maximum difference between the ordinates is
14 and occurs at N = 900.
Again, the hysteresis in this case can only be due to chance and 
is not markedly different from the natural data, forward/backward 
hysteresis.
6 .1 .5  Bronwyn 1 forward/backward hysteresis
The graph of Bronwyn 1 forward/backward hysteresis appears in
Figure 82 on page 203.
The forward curve is markedly higher than the backward lor its 
entire length. A maximum separation of 128 occurs at .1 = 4 100.
6.1.6 Bronwyn 1 random forward/'backward hysteresis
The graph of Bronwyn 1 random forward/backward hysteresis appears in
Figure 83 on page 204.
Hysteresis does occur but it is much less marked than in the 
natural data case. A maximum separation of 47 occurred at II = 4 600.
6.1.7 Hysteresis abandoned
Because fL vs N is cumulative a sudden influx of new words due to a 
change of topic for example would raise the value oi n^ above the 
trend and the effect would be long lasting as has already been pointed 
out in 3.7,3. The converse is equally true in that if there was
a portion of text during which, for whatever reason, few or no new 
words were introduced,the growth of n^ would be stunted and the curve 
of fL vs II would flatten and take a long time to catch up with the 
trend. A sudden influx or s t u n U n g  of growth in the random case 
could equally well be due to chanc".
If a sudden influx occurred at, say, a quarter oi the way along 
the text and the words appeared only once in the complete text, then 
on reversing the data the sudden Influx would occur at three quarters 
of the way along the text and thereby create an hysteresis. Thus, 
there would tend to be an element of rotational symmetry about the
hysteresis loop.
This is clearly visible in the case of Bronwyn 1 (natural un­
randomised data) where in the forward direction a more rapid increase 
in h., takes place from about N = 2 000 to N = 4 000, while in the 
backward direction a more rapid increase in n.^  takes place between
about N = 4 000 to N = 6 0 0 0 •
For this reason hysteresis was abandoned for the remaining data,
namely Bronwyn 2 and Sandr<$ - in which cases the natural, forward
analysis was made.
6 .2  K e rry  The e s tim a te  o f V ,
The natural forward data gave an estimate of ^which rose steadily with 
increasing text size N. This could easily be interpreted as evidence 
for vocabulary growth during the test period. The two samples of text 
were recorded contiguously (Kerry 1 from 15th February to 24th February 
and Kerry 2 from 25th February to 22nd March) and a graph of the 
estimates at the beginning and the end of the recording periods was 
plotted against the date. See Figure 91 on page 222. Although only 
four points were plotted, the estimate at the beginning of the second 
recording is very nearly equal to the estimate at the end of the first 
recording. It is tempting to claim this as evidence for continuous 
growth during the period 11 February to 22nd March but there are two 
pitfalls.
FIR£T: The estimate plotted against 24th February was not calculated
on data collected on 24th February but was calculated on data accumula­
ted from 11th February to 24th February.
SECOND: The evidence supplied by Bronwyn.
6.3 Bronwyn
Bronwyn 1 was recorded from 11th February to 2nd March and Bronwyn 2 
from 10th March to 17th March.
The estimate at the beginning of the second recording is considerably 
lower than the estimate at the end of the first recording and there are 
10 days clear in between the two recordings. See Figure 92 on page 223.
It is also significant that the two estimates at the ends of the 
recordings are almost equal.
6.3.1 Bias
The only conclusion which can be drawn from this evidence is that the
method of estimating is at fault and applies a downward bias to V,
.specially with small text. The estimate of ^  appears to approach the 
true value of V asymptotically.
An asymptotic treatment of vs N appears in 7.8 on page 228.
6.4 Sandre
Since the text was so large (14 000 words) it was analysed at 200 wcrd 
intervals. The data were analysed and can be seen in table 31 
on pages 216 and 217.
Only the natural data were used, no reversal or randomisation of 
text was made.
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6.4.1 SanJre ’ 3 Data Table - Table 30 on pages 205, 206 and 20%
Column 1 shows the size of text analysed, i.e. the number of 
tokens, N.
Column 2 shows the number of types appearing in that text, 
n^, which increases continuously through the entire text but shows a 
rapid rise from N - 9 000 to N - 10 000. This occurred because 
Sandre was reminded to use as many different words as possible.
This she did by the very obvious process of lists. A table of the 
numbers of words in the lists is shown in table 32 on page 219.
Column 3, under the heading of f,(l|N) shows Hapax Legomena, 
corresponding to N. The trend is upward with some local inversions 
and a dramatic increase from N * 9 000 onward.
Column 4 under the heading f j(21N) shows Hapax Dislegomena, 
which exhibits a continuous upward trend with some local inversions.
Column 5 under the heading £,(3|N) shows Hapax Trilegomena, 
which also shows a steady rise but there are many local inversions of 
the trend and no sudden rises. It appears as though the words which 
appeared once because of the listing may have appeared twice rarely 
and almost never thrice.
fI(2|N)
Column 6 under the heading %
f.(1|N)
shows the ratio of
Hapax Dislegomena to Hapax Legomena, to three figures. The ratio 
rises for the first 2000 words of text, thereafter it appears to re­
main constant but with many fluctuations and no decrease where the 
listing occurs.
t.(3|N)
Column 7 under the heading ■*------ shows the ratio of Hapax
-------  f,(2|N)
Trilegomena to Hapax Dislegomena, to three figures. The ratio rises 
to a maximum of 0,623 at N « 7 600 and thereafter appears to drop 
slightly and then rise again towards the end of the text.
Column 8 under the heading — — shows the proportion of
Hapax Legomena, to three figures. This ratio is also known, more 





Column 9 under the heading — *----- shows the proportion of
a
Hapax Dislegomena. The ratio appears to remain constant but
fluctuates.
fnOlN)
Column 10 under the heading — *  shows the proportion of
Hapax Trilegomena to three figures. The ratio rises for the first 3 000 
text words and thereafter fluctuates about a mean without any apparent 
trend either way.
Column 11 under the heading -f- shows the average number of
nH
times the words appear. This ratio is also known as r,.. It shows 
an upward trend with few and small inversions of the trend.
6.4.2 Candrd1s Data Graphs 
As in the other cases the graphs of f ^ (l III), 1 ^ (2  |ll), f ^ (3 !n) and n^
are shown on the same axes, because they are all natural numbers.
h,. vs N appears in i'lgure 84 on pages 208 and 209.
As can be clearly seen the trend is generally upward with a few local
inversions and a sharp rise from N = 9 000 to N = 10 0 0 0 .
f^(l|N) vs N appears in Figure 84 on pages 208 and 209*
It shows a general upward trend and the sharp rise between N = 9 000
and N = 10 000 can be clearly seen.
f ^ ( 21H) v s  N appears in Figure 84 on pages 208 and 209 •
Jt shows a general upward trend, not as steep as f^(l|n).
^ ( 3 In) vs N appears in Figure 84 on pages 208 and 209.
I t  shows a gentle upward slope with some small inversions.
f (2 |ll) f j O I n )
The ratios * , \ and 1. p - n-r are shown together in
l U  ' f.(2|i) 1
Figure 85 on pages 210 and 211. ^ remains remarkably steady
during its entire length but remains between the limits 0,3 and 0,4 
from N = 1 800 onward. In contrast ^  rises to a maximum of
f/zln)
just greater than 0 ,6  at N = 7 800, declines thereafter to a minimum 
at about 11 000 and rises again. The trends are general with many 
inversions. The local fluctuations decline with increasing N, but 
are larger than those observed in ^1  ^^  ^  .




f.(l N) t (2 N) f,(3 N) 
— , -A=----  and -±*---- are graphed
on the same set 
The proportion of Hapax Legomena — — otherwise knMvn
as <^(-|N), appears in Figure 86 on pages 212 and -17. ‘Lv do,vn~ 
ward trend is general with some fluctuation initially. There is a 
slight rise in the neighbourhood of N » 10 000 where the listing .ake.. 
place. Apart from this local rise the graph appears to be quite flat 
generally, from N = 7 000 onward. ~ ^
The proportion of Hapax Dislegomena - 4 -   otherwise
denoted as 1(2 |N), appears in Figure 86 on pages 212 and 217. The grapn 
remains practically level throughout its complete length except lor loca^ 
fluctuations which show a decreasing trend along the length of the grapn.
The proportion of Hapax Trilegomena appears in Figure 86 
on pages 212 and 213. m e r e  is no trend, apart from slight local 
fluctuations and a gentle overall undulation.
on pages 214 and 215. The trend is upward except for a few local in­
versions and downward slope between II * 9 000 and :l = 10 000 where
the listing occurs.
6.4.3 Oandrd's Cc.culatlon Tables 
The calculations made from the data appear in Table 31 on pages 21b and .17. 
In contrast with the younger children ?N , *(l|N) §n  are not shown.
Column 1 shows the size of text analysed and increases in 
steps of 2 0 0.
Column 2 shows to five figures, the values of 3 ^  which is the 
solution to equation 76 on page 37. The value of 0^ rises gradually 
throughout the text with only one small inversion of the trend at
H = 9 200.
Column 3 shows, to five figures, the values of o^, which is the 
solution to equation 76 on page 37. The trend appears to be a gradual 
general rise to a maximum value of 0,36924 at N = 6 600,thereafter the 
value appears to drop. The trend appears to be only general, with 
many local inversions.
H appears in Figure 87The average appearance rate r,
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Colnrrin 4 shows, to five figures, the values c: The
trend is generally downward with many local inversions. As has already 
been pointed out, it was expected that d^ would deviate on either side 
of a fixed value d and nat as the size of text increased th~ devia­
tions would decrease in size. The downward trend therefore presents
2 *  
a problem because since v,T = '*~V ~ any trend in d1T must affect the
estimate of V... djr ip» the solution of equation 84 on page 38.
Column 5 show to five figures, the values of which is the
solution to equation 83 on page 3 8 . 
to level out from N = 9 800 onwards, 
from the trend.
The trend is downward but appears 
There are many local deviations




F0r values of II ■= 1 800 words the estimate is unacceptably large. 
From then on the value of V.. drops, generally to a minimum of 4 778, at 
I-. = 6 600, thereafter there is a general rise until N = 9 600 whereupon 
V.. rises dramatically Crom 991 to 13 115 ut = 10 000 • 'he real ter the
value of V, remains in the vicinity of twelve and a half thousand, with
It
many fluctuations.
6.4.4 Sandrd's Calculation Graphs 
<i,,, c, and were graphed on the same page, but different axes, 
thereby they can be easily compared.
6.4.4.1 The Graph of <L is shown in Figure 88 on page 218.
As can be seer the trend is generally downward with fluctuations on
eitner side of the trend. The downward drift in d^ appears to be
more pronounced in Candrd1s case than in the case ol the younger
children.
6 .4.4.2 The Graph of c,. is shown in Figure 88 on page 218.
The graph follows a very erratic course but appears to rise to a 
maximum in the vicinity of N = 5 000 and then sinks to a minimum some­
where in the vicinity of N = 11 000. The curve is very erratic 
indeed, the value varying between 0 ,0 2  and 0,05.
6.4.4.3 The Graph of 7., appears in Figure 88 on page 218.
The curve appears to start on one level and to proceed to a higher 
level, but with many local deviations and fluctuations on the way.
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6 4 4 .4  Sandri: Dmeatison,^ of „1N 222_^ ‘Fi8. 88 page 2 1 8 ) .
n s p e c t io a  o f  th e  two tu rv e s  £ ,  and \  r e v e a ls  the  s t r i k i n g l y  w e l l  r e -
h r  — . r
,r i s i n g  s in ce  th e  two a re  connected v ia  th e  e q u a t io n
V 2 _
fh u s ,  m a th e m a t ic a l ly  i t  is  necessary  t h a t  prov ided  3 ,  remains
c o n s ta n t ,  V. is  in v e is e ly  p r o p o r t io n a l  to
3 i s  n o t co n s tan t  as can be seen by th e  g ra p h . The t re n n  
i s  g r a d u a l ly  and c o n t in u o u s ly  downward, and shows no la rg e  sudden changes.
-he value of 3, varies between 0,0074 and 0,010, as compared with 
sharp increases and decreases in c,. Thus changes in d„ cannot have a very
marked, i.e. obvious effect on 7^ .
g, a 5 v : Dependence on Hap ax Le R o m e n a  
Since t h e 'e s t im a te s o f  V ,  were based on f l ( l  N ,  and any sudden change 
in  f  ( l l h )  can he expected  to have an e f f e c t  on ?„ and a ls o  on 
In s p e c t io n  of the d a ta  ta b le s  shows t h a t ,  in  Sand r£ 's  case .  
f | ( l | N )  made up almost h a l f  the ty p e s ,  so t h a t  any change i n  f , ( l | N >
would have a marked effect on r .^
The lowest ratio f,(l|N)i f, was recorded at the end of Bronwyn
where the ratio was 0,108. . A
To illustrate the effect of variations in fjOjN") and 
which variations were due to the listing, a table was compiled showing 
the effect, of the listing. The table ha, already been mentioned in 5.14
but is discussed in more detail here.
6 , 4 . 6  T ab le  o f numbers in  Sandr o 's  l i s t s  -  —  ! L
Column 1 shows 200 word i n t e r v a l s  from N -  6 401 onwards.
Listing began in the interval N -  6 401 to N -  b 600 and continued
intermittently up to the interval N - 12 201 to N - 12 4 0 0 .  For
completeness all 200 word intervals from N - 6 401 are accounted for
whether listing took place or not.
column 2 shows the topic or topics under which the listed words
were classified.
column 3 shows, under the heading "No. of words in List", 
the number of words listed, without any conjunctions or prepositions
n ko fUPPn .
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Column 4 shc-s, under the heading,"increase in fj(l|N),
Af (l|N)"tbe increase in the value of Hapax Legomena. In some cases 
A?l(l|N) ' No. of words in list. This is not surprising because 
Af (l|N) is the difference between the. number of first appearances in 
the interval an. the number of words already used once which are re­
peated during that interval. Thus, although many words may be listed, 
i t  they or other words used once already, are repeated, the increase 
in fj(11N), Af|(11N) may be less than the number of words in the list. 
During three of the intervals, where no list ing occurred, fjdjN) 
actually decreased.
Column 5, under the heading "Increase in r^, A r- ' shows
the change in the average number of times the words occur, to two 
figures, occurring during the interval. As can be seen, the value is 
negative in six instances.
Column 6, under the heading "Increase in 7^ , Av^, shows by 
how much the estimate of V,. alters. In 19 instances an increase was 
recorded and in 14 a decrease.
6.5 Graph and Correlation of Ar^ with Af^(11N) and Av^ j^_th
Figure 89 on page 220 shows the scattergram of vs f^lJlO 
The scattergram shows good grouping about a line with ne ative slope.
A product/moment correlation coefficient of r - 0,87 was obtained.
Figure 90 on page 221 shows the scattergram of Av^ vs Af,(l|N).
The grouping is good and a product/moment correlation coefficient
r - 0,89 was obtained.
The scattergram* and correlation coefficients show quite clearly
the heavy dependent e of the estimates on Hapax Legomena.
6.5.1 No Lists 7(. decreases 
Conveniently,between N - 8 000 and N - 9 000 Sandre made no lists 
and the estimate of 7^, shows a steady, almost linear decrease.
Between N - 10 000 and N - 10 400 no lists were made, and although 
a small increase in f,(l|N) appeared, ^  shows a steady decrease.
From N * 11 800 onward only one list of 17 words appears and the graph 
shows a continuous downward trend except between N • 12 200 and 
N - 12 400 where the list of 17 words appears.
The effect of listing on V.. though dramatic when it occurs, is 
thus seen to be temporary and with large enough N should disappear.
-®— a—<»- Forward - 
-a— 0— 0—  Backward
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TABLE 31 SAIDHd (:AICUIATIONS) 216
N ®N %
200 0 . 7 9 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 1 9 6 9 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 00
400 0 . 8 7 5 7 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 1 7 6 1 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 00
600 0 . 9 0 9 9 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 0 . 0 1 6 8 4 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 4 *9
800 0 . 9 2 8 4 2 0 . 0 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 6 2 1 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 3 00
1000 0 . 9 3 8 4 9 0 . 0 0 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 5 2 5 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 4 00
1200 0 . 9 4 2 7 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 O . C I 3 7 3 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 8 00
1400 0 . 9 4 5 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 2 9 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 3 00
1600 0 . 9 5 3 5 5 0 . 0 1 0 5 3 0 . 0 1 2 8 3 0 0 . 0 0 2 2 7 0 686 84
1800 0 . 9 5 7 2 9 0 . 0 5 1 9 5 0 . 0 1 2 4 5 3 0 . 0 1 0 7 3 5 14961
2000 0 . 9 5 8 2 9 0 . 1 5 1 7 6 0 . 0 1 1 4 8 8 0 . 0 3 0 9 9 3 5617
2200 0 . 9 6 1 2 9 0 . 1 5 5 4 2 0 . 0 1 1 2 8 9 0 . 0 3 0 5 7 6 5794
2400 0 . 9 6 4 1 5 0 . 1 2 3 9 7 0 . 0 1 1 2 0 5 0 . 0 2 3 4 7 2 7604
2600 0 . 9 6 4 3 8 0 . 1 7 7 0 6 0 . 0 1 0 4 1 4 0 . 0 3 3 4 1 5 5747
2800 0 . 9 6 5 2 7 0 . 2 1 5 0 4 0 . 0 0 9 9 2 6 0 . 0 4 0 0 7 5 5028
3000 0 . 9 6 7 4 1 0 . 2 3 9 6 3 0 . 0 0 9 8 9 6 0 . 0 4 3 2 5 8 4672
3200 0 . 9 6 9 3 2 0 . 2 2 3 8 5 0 . 0 0 9 8 7 4 0 . 0 3 9 2 0 8 5166
3400 0 . 9 7 1 1 7 0 , 2 1 4 7 7 0 . 0 0 9 9 0 8 0 . 0 3 6 4 6 5 5535
3600 0 . 9 7 2 3 8 0 . 2 3 6 8 8 0 . 0 0 9 7 8 1 0 . 0 3 9 3 6 4 5194
3800 0 . 9 7 3 5 8 0 . 2 2 8 6 1 0 . 0 0 9 6 9 9 0 . 0 3 7 1 5 5 5550
4000 0 . 9 7 4 0 9 0 . 2 3 4 3 0 0 . 0 0 9 3 9 8 0 . 0 3 7 7 1 7 5642
4200 0 . 9 7 4 4 5 0 . 2 5 0 1 3 0 . 0 0 9 0 8 2 0 . 0 3 9 9 8 7 5507
4400 0 . 9 7 4 7 2 0 . 2 8 8 2 2 0 . 0 0 8 7 6 4 0 . 0 4 5 8 2 5 4980
4600 0 . 9 7 5 7 2 0 . 2 9 0 2 6 0 . 0 0 8 7 3 6 0 . 0 4 5 2 2 8 5062
4800 0 . 9 7 6 8 3 0 . 2 9 0 8 6 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 3 0 . 0 4 4 2 7 5 5143
5000 0 . 9 7 7 7 4 0 . 3 0 3 9 8 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 4 0 . 0 4 5 3 5 4 5020
5200 0 . 9 7 8 8 7 0 . 2 8 3 c 9 0 . 0 0 8 9 0 8 0 . 0 4 1 2 8 4 5439
5400 0 . 9 7 9 7 6 0 . 2 9 ' 0 3 0 . 0 0 5 9 6 j 0 . 0 4 2 1 2 0 5298
5600 0 . 9 8 0 4 7 0 . '  0b5 0 . 0 0 8 9 6 7 0 . 0 3 7 3 2 0 5898
5800 0 . 9 8 1 2 1 0 . 2 8 6 2 9 0 . 0 0 9 0 0 4 0 . 0 3 9 2 4 1 5660
6000 0 . 9 8 1 7 8 C .2 9 2 1 5 0 . 0 0 8 9 8 2 0 . 0 3 9 4 3 3 5647
6200 0 . 9 8 2 2 5 0 . 3 1 6 2 3 0 . 0 0 8 9 2 7 0 . 0 4 2 1 2 8 5318
6400 0 . 9 8 2 5 6 0 . 3 4 7 8 : 0 . 0 0 8 8 0 1 0 . 0 4 5 9 3 6 4947
6600 0 . 9 8 2 7 5 0 . 3 6 9 2 4 0 . 0 0 8 6 3 1 0 . 0 4 8 4 9 8 4778
6800 0 . 9 8 3 0 8 0 . 3 3 3 2 1 0 . 0 0 8 5 4 4 0 . 0 4 3 3 4 4 5401
7000 0 . 9 8 3 6 5 0 . 3 2 8 5 2 0 . 0 0 8 5 9 5 0 . 0 4 2 0 0 5 5539
7200 0 . 9 8 4 0 3 0 . 2 9 6 9 2 0 . 0 0 8 5 5 8 0 . 0 3 7 5 2 1 622 8
7400 0 . 9 8 4 5 2 0 . 2 8 8 9 2 0 . 0 0 8 5 9 3 0 . 0 3 5 9 5 0 6474
7600 0 . 9 8 4 8 4 0 . 2 6 6 0 2 0 . 0 0 8 5 5 1 0 . 0 3 2 7 4 7 7142
7800 0 . 9 8 5 4 1 0 . 2 5 3 3 3 0 . 0 0 8 6 6 1 0 . 0 3 0 5 9 6 7548
8000 0 . 9 8 6 0 2 0 . 2 2 8 8 8 0 . 0 0 8 8 1 6 0 . 0 2 7 0 6 2 8383
8200 0 . 9 8 6 3 4 0 . 2 3 6 3 1 0 . 0 0 8 8 0 5 0 . 0 2 7 6 2 1 8224
8400 0 . 9 8 6 3 9 0 . 2 4 9 / 8 0 . 0 0 8 6 2 8 0 . 0 2 9 1 4 0 7955
8600 0 . 9 8 6 5 2 0 . 2 6 0  1 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 9 0 . 0 3 0 2 8 4 7761
8800 0 . 9 8 6 8 4 0 . 2 6 5 5 9 0 . 0 0 8 5 2 2 0 . 0 3 0 4 6 7 7703
9 000 0 . 9 8 6 9 2 0 . 2 9 4 3 8 0 . 0 0 8 3 8 5 0 . 0 3 3 6 6 4 7085
9 200 0 . 9 8 6 5 9 0 . 2 9 5 8 5 0 . 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 4 2 5 4 7299
9400 0 . 9 8 6 9 5 0 . 2 3 5 2 3 0 . 0 0 8 0 4 4 0 . 0 2 6 8 7 3 9251
9600 0 . 9 8 7 1 0 0 . 2 2 2 8 9 0 . 0 0 7 9 7 0 0 . 0 2 5 3 1 6 9912
9800 0 . 9 8 7 3 4 0 . 1 7 8 2 9 0 . 0 0 7 9 6 2 0 . 0 2 0 0 5 6 12525
10000 0 . 9 8 7 6 2 0 . 1 7 1 8 0 0 . 0 0 7 9 7 8 0 . 0 1 9 1 1 4 13115
10200 0 . 9 8 7 6 7 0 . 1 8 2 3 9 0 . 0 0  7854 0 . 0 2 0 2 5 0 12574
10400 0 . 9 8 7 7 6 0 . 1 9 7 8 5 0 . 0 0 7 7 5 9 0 .0 2 1 3 9 1 11776
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10800 0 . 9 8 8 1 9 0 . 1°230 0 . 0 0 7 7 4 5 0 . 0 2 0 9 0 2 12354
11000 0 . 9 8 8 2 7 0 . 1 9 3 1 9 0 . 0 0 7 6 5 8 0 . 0 2 0 9 2 5 12481
1 1200 0 . 9 8 8 5 2 0 . 1 8 8 5 0 0 . 0 0 7 6 8 9 0 . 0 2 0 1 9 5 12879
11400 0 . 0 8 8 7 5 0 . 2 0 0 3 6 0 . 0 0 7 7 0 7 0 . 0 2 1 2 5 4 12209
1 1600 0 . C 8 8 9 / 0 .  19633 0 . 0 0 7 7 3 0 0 . 0 2 0 6 1 9 12548
1 1800 0 . 9 8 9 0 7 0 . 1 8 3 3 0 0 . 0 U 7 8 6 9 0 . 0 1 9 1 6 3 13609
12000 0 . 9 8 9 2 9 0 . 1 9 0 4 0 0 . 0 0 7 6 9 9 0 . 0 1 9 7 0 3 13185
12200 0 . 9 8 9 3 5 0 . 2 0 2 4 1 0 . 0 0 7 o 0 I 0 . 0 2 0 9 0 7 12586
12400 0 . 9 8 9 4 0 0 . 2 0 0 7 6 0 . 0 0 7 5 3 1 0 . 0 2 0 6 6 4 12851
12600 0 . 9 8 9 5 0 0 . 2 0 4 8 6 0 . 0 0 7 4 8 3 0 . 0 2 0 9 8 7 12735
12800 0 . 9 8 9 5 9 0 . 2 1 9 9 6 0 . 0 0 7 4 2 4 0 . 0 2 2 4 4 6 12001
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I X *  ’
6401 to 6600 F l o w e r s 4 a t  1 0 , 0 6 9 - 1 6 9
6601 t o 6800 A n im a ls 18 !
I n s e c t s 12 23 - 0 , 0 3 0 623
6801 to 7000 No L i s t s 10 0 , 0 6 8 138
7001 to 7200 Dogs 19 30 - 0 , 0 1 2 689
7201 to 7400 No L i s t s 13 0 , 0 5 4 246
7401 t o 7600 Jam F l a v o u r s 8 26 0 , 0 0 0 668
7601 t o 7800 No L i s t s 13 0 , 0 6 2 406
7801 t o 8000 Languages 7 19 0 , 0 4 6 835
8001 to 8200 No L i s t s 5 0 , 0 7 2 - 1 5 9
8201 t o 8400 No L i s t s 8 0 , 0 3 9 - 2 6 9
8401 to 8600 No L i s t s 7 0 , 0 4 9 - 1 9 4
8601 t o 8800 No L i s t s 5 0 , 0 7 0 -  58
8801 t o 9000 No L i s t s - 5 0 , 0 8 3 - 6 1 8
9001 t o 9200 K i t c h e n 43 27 - 0 , 0 5 9 214
920 1 t o 9400 L a b o u r  Sa ve rs 7
M e d i c i n e s 12
T r a v e l : C o u n t r i e s 42 52 - 0 , 0 7 4 1952
9401 t o 9600 T r a v e l : S i g h t s 19 23 0 , 0 0 5 661
9601 to 9800 T r a v e l : A e r o ­
• p l a n e s 46 46 - 0 , 0 5 6 261 j
9801 t o 10000 No L i s t s 14 0 , 0 3 9 590
10001 t o 10200 No L i s t s 8 0 . 0 3 5 - 5 4 1
10201 t o 10400 No L i s t s 2 0 , 0 5 4 - 7 9 8
10401 t o 10600 School  S u b j e c t s 18 15 0 , 0 2 7 433
1 0 6 o l t o 10800 No L i s t s 9 0,0 '49 145
10801 t o 11000 School  S p o r ts 19 i 4 0 , 0 2 0 127
11001 t o 11200 No L i s t s 11 0 , 0 4 4 398
11201 t o 11400 No L i s t s - 3 0 , 0 8 0 - 6 7 0
11401 t o 11600 No L i s t s 11 0 , 0 4 3 339
11601 t o 11800 Cars 23 25 - 0 , 0 0 9 1061
11801 t o 12000 No L i s t s 0 0 , 0 7 2 - 4 2 4
12001 t o 12200 No L i s t s 4 0 , 0 4 0 - 5 9 9
1 12201 to 12400 F i s h e s 17 15 0 , 0 1 5 265
! 12401 t o 12600 No L i s t s 8 0 , 0 4 6 - 1 1 6
12601 t o 12800 No L i s t s - 2 0 , 0 6 0 - 7 3 4
12801 t o 13000 No L i s t s 3 0 , 0 6 5 -  28
•10
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CHAPTER 7 Teatlnx ^  tr.o-iel
7.1 The idea
The baste Idea behind the model is that a vocabulary is merely a set 
of probabilities and that an Individual in v-rlting or speaking has 
merely sampling at random from his/her set of probabilities.
7.2 Distributions
To test the hypothesis the set rf data known as Kerry I was Uvtiei 
into four i n d e p e n d e n t  sets of five hundred words each and a frequency
table for each was prepared.
The results can be seen side by side in 'ul.u 33 I- • -25,
As can be seen, the distributions are remarkably similar.
At the foot of each column is shown the number of types ^  
appearing in the sample and the average number of times the words 
appear,-,. The similarities are remarkable.
7.3  Tn::reasirw text "erry 1 forward 
As the size of the text increases so the development of the di- ribu-
tion of word frequencies can be traced.
Table 35 on peg. 227 nows the numbers of words appearing once, 
twice, thrice, etc., for a rteadily increasing teat length taken 
from Kerry I forward. The data are analysed for 3.100, 500, 1-X-v, u -
Column 2 shows the distribution of frequencies in the 
first 100 words. The distribution is reverse d-shaped and drops 
very sharply from Hapax Legomena of 24 to Hapax Dislegomena of 6, 
thereafter there is a long tail stopping at r = li.
Column 3 shows the distribution of frequencies :or 
_ 500. The drop from Hapax Legomena of 56 to Hapax Dislegomena 
If 22 is not as sharp as It is for N = 100. The tail la even more 
pronounced with a maximum frequency of r = 55.
Column 4 shows the distribution of frequencies for 
N = 1 000. The distribution is still reverse J-shaped but less 
sharply descending. Hapax Legomena is 65 and Hapax Dislegomena is 21. 
The tail stretches out to rmax = ulO.
Column 5 shows the distribution of frequencies for
N = 2 000. The distribution is still reverse J-shaped but is not 
incurved all the way along its range, there is a slight convexity
at r = 2 heralding the eventual appearance of a mode but a much,
N
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TABLE 33 KERRY 1 FORWARD (NATURAL DATA)
FOUR SETS OF N -  500  WORDS EACH
TOKENS 1 0 0 1 - 1 5 0 0  TOKENS 1 5 0 1 - 2 0 0 0  
f , ( r | N )  f , ( r | N )
TOKENS 5 0 1 - 1 0 0 0  
f , ( r l N )
TOKENS 1 - 5 0 0  
f , ( r i N )
i 30 
3 , 8 4 6 1 5
135
3 , 7 0 3 7 0
129




much larger sample would be requ> 
7.4
red. nhe tail extends to r ^  = 26;.
The most poplar word was "me" and the relative requency of Its 
appearance is remarkably constant, as tabic 34 . :c.s.
TABLE 34 KERRY 1
of
R e l a t i v e  fre
teestj -
for any word frequency.
7.5.1 Table and f„ vsr
Jable 36 shows a comparison between saerved word frequency
liatributlon f^ and the calculated word frequency fg for the data
set known as Kerry 2.
The estimates were based on the calculated v a^ues.
0 = 0,980198 
6 = 0,556955 
S = 1,136413 
which were computed from the data values
$(1|2000) , = #  = 0*33*508
*2000
.  6 . 3 4 9 2 1and
Since the frequencies for r a 6 are in general small, the 
cells have been combined from r = 9 onwards as can be seen in
table 36 on page 2 2 8 .
Column 1 shows the number of times each word
appears, r. From r - 8 onwards the cells are combined as shorn.
The frequencies 9, 10 and 11 are combined as are 12, 13, M, 15, et
ai onward a,re combined into one cell..oitenolea from
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TABi' F ?5 KERRY 1 FORWARD (Ni TURAL DATA) 
N -» 100 500 1000 2000





5 , 5 6
128





KERRY 2 WORD FREQUENCY FOR N -  2000 OBSERVED £r
vs FITTED f E
r K fE "  f E
2
X
1 106 106,0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 0
2 57 5 5 , 5 + 1 , 5
0 , 0 4 0
3 33 3 2 , ' + 0 , 3
0 , 0 0 3
4 25 2 1 , 5 + 3 , 5
0 , 5 7 0
5 18 1 5 , 2 + 2 , 8
0 , 5 1 6
6 10 1 1 , 4 - 1 , 4
0 , 1 7 2
7 11 8 , 9 + 2 , 1
0 ,4 *
8 6 7 , 1 - 1 , 1
0 , 1 7 0
9 - 1 1 17 1 5 , 0 + 2 . 0
0 , 2 6 7
12 -  15 8 1 1 , 8 - 3 , 8
1 . 2 2 4
16 -  18 4 5 , 8 - 1 , 8
0 , 5 5 9
19 -  22 4 5 , 5 - 1 , 5
0 , 4 0 9
23 -  29 6 6 , 1 - 0 , 1
0 , 0 0 2
30 -  40 4 5 , 1 - 1 , 1
0 , 2 3 7
» 41 6 7 , 4 - 1 , 4
0 , 2 6 5
Z 315 3 1 5 , 0 0 . 0 4 , 9 3 0
P ( X2 > 4 , 9 3 112)  -  0 , 9 6  
Y •  - 0 , 5  (a  p r i o r i )
5 ■ 1 , 1 3 6 4 1 3
0 -  0 , 9 8 0 1 9 8
6 -  0 , 5 5 6 9 5 5
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3 and 4.
Column 2 shows the number of words appearing with 
requency s h o w H ^ T u m n  l . K  For example 106 words appeared once,
7 words appeared twice, etc. Further down Column 2, there appear 
7 words which appear 9, 10 or 11 times, and finally there are 6 words
rhich appear 41 timea or more.
Column S shows the calculated or expected numter of 
■ords appearing with frequency shown In Column 1. f£. There is one 
inception and that is the number of words appearing once -«> 
f(l|N) is used in estimating the parameters tnere can e .10 
^alue of f(l|2000) and the first numbers shown in Columns 2 ana , are
Column , shows the difference between the values shovzr: 
in Columns 2 and 3,(2, - is thus self explanatory.
Column 5 shows value of x" ' 4 ^  -legated from
Totals. At the bottom of the table appear the totals
if Columns 2, 3 and 5.
The totals for Columns 2 and 3 are identical because the para-
aeter estimates were calculated :ror
Nr = ——
The total for Column 5 gives the total tor x i namelj
which, for 12 degrees'of freedom is acceptable at the 0,96 level of
significance.
7 6 Orach of f and f- v3_r. K e r r y  2 . F i g u r e  92 on page 230 shows
:: c :  ; r r : r  :s  -
abscissa. Thus f o r  r - 9 ,  10 o r  11 the value plotted is -  and appears




FIGURE 93 KERRY 2 f AND f- vs r
7 . 7  The u l t i m a t e  V 
As has  bee n  p o i n t e d  o u t  i n  C h a p t e r t h e  e s t i m a t e s  o f  d „  show a g e n e r a l  
downward t r e n d  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  N, b u t  the  s l o p e  ~ N  shews a g e n e r a l l y
d e c r e a s i n g  t r e n d .
I t  i s  thus  assumed t h a t  d .^ w i l l  tend t o  a lo w e r  l i m i t  as N tends
t o  i n f i n i t y .
An es 
l i m i t  t o  V
An e s t i m a t e  o f  the  l i m i t  o f  d ^ ,  de  wo uld  t h e n  g i v e  an u p p e r
N'
7 . 7 . 1  L e a s t  s q u a res  e s t i m a t e  o f  d .
I n  an a t t e m p t  t o  e s t i m a t e  d^  the  e q u a t i o n
d , , -  .  , e " bN   ( 9 0 )
was f i t t e d  to  the  v a l u e s  o f  d^ o b t a i n e d  f ro m  K e r r y  2 ,  as can be 
seen  i n  t a b l e  37 on page 2 33 .
The method o f  l e a s ' :  s qu ares  f o r  t h r e e  p a r a m e t e r s  was u s e d ,  
and the  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t s  were o b t a i n e d :
<L " 0,021
a -  0 , 0 2 0 8 1 1
b -  0 , 0 0 0 8 5 9 1
7 . 7 . 2  K e r r y  2 : d. . ( d a t a  vs f i t )
H a v in g  o b t a i n e d  v a l u e s  f o r  the  p a r a m e t e r s  d ^ ,  a and b , t h e  c o r r e s p o n d ­
i n g  f i t t e d  v a l u e s  o f  d^ were c a l c u l a t e d .  The r e s u l t s  a r e  shown i n  
t a b l e  37 on page 2 3 3 .
Column 1 shows the  t e x t  s i z e  N a t  100 u n i t  i n t e r v a l s .
Column 2 shows the  v a l u e s  o t  d^ o b t a i n e d  by the  s e r i e s  
o f  c a l c u l a t i o n s  as d e t a i l e d  i n  e q u a t i o n s  73 t o  8 4 .
V
Column 3 shows the  f i t t e d  v a l u e s  o f  d^ n a m e l y ,  d^ as 
c a l c u l a t e d  by th e  e q u a t i o n
„ - 0 . 0 0 0 8 5 9 1 N
d N -  0 , 0 2 1  + 0 , 0 2 0 8 1 l e
7 . 7 . 3  Graph o f  d^ and <Lfvs N (Ke r r y  2 )
The graphs  o f  d^ and c^vs  N a r e  p l o t t e d  on t h e  same s e t  o f  axes and 
a r  t shown i r  F i g u r e  94 on page 7 3 4 .
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The downward t r e n d  o f  b o t h  d a t a  and f i t  can be c l e a r l y  seen .  
The a s y m n to te  d » 0 , 0 2 1  i s  a l s o  shown.
7 . 7 . 4  E s t i m a t i n g  V 
As has been shown i n  C h a p t e r  5 . The e q u a t i o n  f o r  i s
v n " c T 5U N
and thus  the  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  V i s
v. - n r
S i n c e  v a c i l l a t e s  a b o u t  a mean l i n e  and does n o t  show any t r e n d ,  
an a d e q u a te  e s t i m a t e  o f  c i s  t h e  a r i t h m e t i c  mean, c ,  wh ic h  i n  the  case  
o f  K e r r y  2 i s  0 , 1 5 5 .
Thus f i n a l l y ,  f o r  K e r r y  2
V-” "  0 , 1 5 5 x 0 , 0 2 1  *  614
7 . 8  K e r r y  1 and K e r r y  2 . D a t a  and f i t  n ^ f ^ d l N ) ,  $ ( l | N )
H a v in g  made a l l  the  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i t  was a m a t t e r  o f  r o u t i n e  t o  e s t i m a t e  
t h e  e x p e c t e d  v a l u e s  o f  any o f  t h e  v a r i a b l e s .
A com pa r is o n  o f  t h e  d a t a  and f i t t e d  v a l u e s  f o r  n ^ , i ^ ( l | N )  and 
} ( l ! N )  f ro m  K e r r y  I  was made. The r e s u l t s  a p p e a r  i n  t a b l e  38 and 39 on 
nages 235 and 2 39 .
Colunn 1 shows t e x t  l e n g t h  N
Column 2 shows t h e  c a l c u l a t e d  o r  e x p e c t e d  v a l u e s  o f  n ^ .  The 
v a l u e s  a r e  g i v e n  to  one d e c i m a l  p l a c e .
Column 3 shows t h e  d a t a  v a l u e s  o f  n ^ .
Column 4 shows t h e  e x p e c t e d  o r  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  o f  f , ( l | N )  to
t h r e e  f i g u r e s .
Column 5 shows t h e  d a t a  v a l u e s  o f  f ^ ( l | N )
Co 1umn 6 shows t h e  e x p e c t e d  o r  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  o f  <fr( l |N)  the
v a l u e s  a r e  g i v e n  to  f o u r  f i g u r e s .
Column 7 shows t h e  d a t a  v a l u e s  o f  $ ( l | N )  t o  t h r e e  f i g u r e s .
7 . 9  Graphs o f  K e r r y  1 and K e r r y  2 .  D a ta  and f i t  , f , ( l | N ) — — ----------- !—  l_l_
The gra phs  a p p e a r  i n  f i g u r e s  95 to  ICO on pages 236 t o  238  and 240 t o  2 4 2 .  
As can be seen the  n- ' reement  ^ e t v e e n  d a t a  and f i t  a nn ears  t o  he 
r e a s o n a b l y  good.
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100 0 , 0 4  498 0 , 0 4 0 1 0
200 0 , 0 3 8 3 3 0 , 0 3 8 5 2
300 0 , 0 3 6 9 4 0 , 0 3 7 0 8
400 0 , 0 3 8 5 6 0 , 0 3 5 7 6
500 0 , 0 3 7 2 1 0 , 0 3 4 5 4
600 0 , 0 3 4 2 7 0 , 0 3 3 4 3
700 0 , 0 3 1 9 8 0 , 0 3 2 4 1
800 0 , 0 3 4 0 6 0 , 0 3 1 4 7
900 0 , 0 2 8 5 0 0 , 0 3 0 6 0
1000 0 , 0 2 7 5 0 0 , 0 2 9 8 1
1100 0 , 0 2 6 5 9 0 , 0 2 9 0 9
1200 0 , 0 2 8 0 2 0 , 0 2 8 4 2
1300 0 , 0 2 9 3 5 0 , 0 2 7 8 1
1400 0 , 0 3 1 2 1 0 , 0 2 7 2 5
1500 0 , 0 2 8 0 1 0 , 0 2 6 7 4
1600 0 , 0 2 7 4 4 0 , 0 2 6 2 6
'7 0 0 0 , 0 2 6 5 5 0 , 0 2 5 8 3
1800 0 , 0 2 3 6 6 0 , 0 2 5 4 3
1900 0 , 0 2 5 1 4 0 , 0 2 5 0 7
2000 0 , 0 2 4 7 5 0 , 0 2 4 7 3
2100 0 , 0 2 4 4 2 0 , 0 2 4 4 2
aN - 3. *
where  ^  ■ 0 , 0 2 1
a -  0 , 0 2 0 8 1 1 
b ■ 0 , 0 0 0 8 5 9 1
< L r  0 , 0 2 1
500 /ooo' 1 ' ' is W  ' ' zdod N —
FlCURL 94 KERRY 2 d.^ AND vs N
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FIGURE 95 KERRY 1 vs N DATA AND FIT
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FIGURE 97 KERRY 1 $(l|N) v s  N DATA AND FIT
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TABLE 39 KERRY 2 DATA AIID PIT f, (l| N) ^(i|n )
N
♦ d | K )
Pit Data Pit Data Pit Data
100 56,2 55 36,9 0,6566 0,655
200 87,4 89 50,1 52 0,5732 0,584
300 111,1 115 58,5 63 0,5274 0,548
400 131,1 134 65,1 70 0,4966 0,522
500 148,7 154 70,4 78 0,4734 0,506
600 164,7 162 75,0 73 0,4554 0,451
700 179,5 185 79,0 64 0,4401 0,454
800 193,4 193 c 2 ,6 85 0,4271 0,440
900 206,6 204 8'. ,9 r ± 0,4158 0,397
1000 219,0 217 89,0 3 4 0,4064 0,387
1100 231,0 232 91,9 69 0,3974 0,384
1200 242,4 246 94,4 97 0,3894 0,394
1300 253,4 253 96,8 99 0,3820 0,391
1400 263,9 262 99,1 '04 0,3755 0,397
1500 274,0 2'70 101,1 .i.00 0,3690 0,370
1600 283,8 231 103,1 103 0,3633 0,367
1700 293,1 288 104,8 102 0,3576 0,354
1800 302,2 299 106,5 106 0,3524 0,355
1900 310,8 307 107,9 105 0,3472 0,342
2000 319,2 315 109,3 106 0,3424 0,337
2100
1 ■ l
327,2 324 110,6 108 0,3380 0,333


















































:iiA. rSR s suij.LiRY a :;:?
The inadequacy of word list testa, sampling the dictionary and re­
cording to exhaustion as a means of estimating the number of words 
known by an individual, was shown.
A n  extrapolation method was proposed taking the length of text 
as the independent variable and the vocabulary contained in it as the 
dependent variable.
A preliminary investigation showed that the iate at which new words 
(vocabulary) appeared per text word was monotonic decreasing with in­
creasing text length. A mathematical model was proposed which gave the 
total vocabulary of the individual as the upper bound of the vocabulary 
as length of text tended to infinity.
The model was based on the assumption that an individual has at 
his/her disposaJ a finite set of words, each appearing with a fixed, 
long term probability.
Efforts to estimate the upper bound were unsuccessful. A feature 
of the results was that the upper bound increased with increasing text 
length.
( 9 )
A n  improved model was supplied by Sichel . This model 
expressed the number of words appearing r times in a text of length N 
as a function of three parameters. Estimates of the parameters 
could be mad" from the number of words appearing once only in the text 
and the average number of times each word appeared.
The data assembled for the first investigation were inadequate
and new data were sought. It was decided to use young children and to
(l8)
collect as large a text as possible in a short time because Kerrich 
has suggested that in young children the vocabulary was growing during 
the test periou.
Two children both girls, aged two years and a few months, o n e  
an older sister, the other a younger sister were found and the mothers 
very kindly recorded their children's conversations in their normal 
environment.
Two recordings of each -.r.ild were made. A complete analysi " was 
made of word frequencies at hundred word intervals through the text.
The point here being that goodness of fit on one sample was no test 
at all of the acceptability of the model? that for an increasingly 
large text a succession of estimates of the total vocabulary size should 
show no drift, simply a closer and closer vacillation about a fixed 
value.
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Two samples from each child were collected and analysed by 
computer. For each sample, at one hundred word intervals, the words 
were first lemmatised and a printout was given showing how many times 
each word had appeared and a summary showing the number of words appearing 
once, twice, etc. and the total of different words.
To put the matter of vocabulary growth during test period beyond 
doubt, the text was reversed and the analysis made backwards. Then to 
test the random model (of speech being a sampling from a set of proba­
bilities) the data cards containing approximately thirteen words each 
were randomised and then analysed forwards and backwards. No signifi­
cant difference could be detected between any one of the four analyses 
and any other.
A set of data collected during the preliminary investigation was 
still extant. It consisted of essays written by a fourteen year old 
girl on topics of her own choice. The total number of words was in 
excess of thirteen thousand. Fortunately or unfortunately depending 
on the point of view, on being reminded to use as many words as pos­
sible, she made lists of words which rapidly increased Hapax Legomena 
and the average number of times the words were used. This listing produced 
a dramatic increase in the estimate of total vocabulary.
Fortunately between lists there was a long enough absence of lists 
which showed a steady decline in the estimate of the total vocabulary.
The final effect was to show the over-dependence of the estimate 
of the total vocabulary on Hapax Legomena.
The calculations were based on the number of words appearing once 
(Hapax Legomena) and on the average number of times the words appeared.
A series of calculations wns made culminating in the estimate 
of the vocabulary being equal to twice the reciprocol of the product of 
two intermediate parameters.
If the theory was acceptable the two parameters with increasing 
text size should have shown a steadily decreasing vacillation about a 
mean result. No drift should have " ;en evident.
One of the parameters behaved as expected but the other showed a 
steadily decreasing trend and a consequent steadily increasing trend 
in the total estimate Fortunately the parameter trend showed a de­
creasing slope. It appeared to be tending towards an ultimate asymptote 
with increasing text size.
An exponential decoy curve was fitted and the ultimate asymptote 
of the parameter * s estimated using the method of least squares for
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three parametera.
With this ’’ultimate valu-." of the drifting parameter and the 
arithmetic mean of the other (after the wild initial vacillations 
had subsided) an estimate of the "ultimate vocabulary" of the indi­
vidual, at that stage of development could be made.
It was concluded that the method held promise as a psychometri 







SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
9.1 A useful tool
I n  v ie w  o f  th e  o b v io u s  p o t e n t i a l  o f  th e  m ethod i t  i s  o b v io u s  th a t  i t  
c o u ld  be used as a v e r y  u s e fu l  p s y c h o m e tr ic  d e v ic e .
S in c e  th e  m ethod is  a m easurem ent "de  n a tu r a "  i t  o f f e r s , f o r  th e  
f i r s t  t im e , a m ethod o f  r e l i a b l y  e s t im a t in g  an i n d i v i d u a l ' s  v o c a b u la r y .
9.2 Standardisation of word list tests
I t  i s  s u g g e s ted  t h a t  w ord  l i s t  m u l t ip le  c h o ic e  t e s t s  be s ta n d a rd is e d  
a g a in s t  v o c a b u la ry  e s t im a te s  o b ta in e d  fro m  t h is  m ethod f o r  a t e s t  
g ro u p . T h is  w o u ld  e l im in a t e  such a r b i t r a r y  c r i t e r i a  as " T h is  is  a 
good t e s t  b ecau se  f o r  th e  g to u p , i t  has a mean o f  one h u n d red  and a 
s ta n d a rd  c / f y / a t i o n  o f  f i f t e e n " .
9 .3  Skewness
D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  v o c a b u la r y ,  b ecau se  i t  i s  a n a t u r a l  m easu rem en t, must 
o f  n e c e s s ity  be skewed to w ard s  th e  h ig h  s i d e , j u s t  as th e  n a t u r a l  
m easurem ents o f  mass and h e ig h t  a r e .  T h is  s h o u ld  be in v e s t ig a t e d .
9 .4 C om parison  and e v a lu a t io n  o f  v a r io u s  te a c h in g  m ethods
An o b v io u s  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  th e  c o m p ariso n  o f  v o c a b u la ry  d e v e lo p e d  by  
p u p i ls  ta u g h t b y  th e  two e x tre m e  m ethods o f :
( a )  "You a re  a l lo w e d , nay even  a c t i v e l y  e n c o u ra g e d , to  form
y o u r own o p in io n  and e x p re s s  y o u r s e l f " ,
and
(b )  "S h u t up and m em orise y o u r n o te s  f o r  to m o rro w 's  t e s t " .
In  o th e r  w ords s e l f - d i s c o v e r y  and d e v e lo p m e n t vs ' r e p e t i t i o  m a te r  
s tu d io ru m  e s t . "
9 .5  C om parison  o f  v a . o is  m ethods o f  t e s t i n g
C om paring  th e  r e s u l t s  o f  v o c a b u la ry  e s t im a te s  w i t h  t e a c h e r 's  essay
m arks may n o t o n ly  be in t e r e s t i n g ,  b u t b r in g  b ia s e s ,  a s s o c ia te d  w i t h
s c h o o ls  o f  th o u g h t , to  l i g h t .
9.6 Eva'uation and control of remedial education
In  th e  c u r r e n t  c l im a te  o f  re m e d ia l e d u c a t io n  th e  . . j th o d  c o u ld  p ro v id e  
an o b j e c t i v e ,  u n co n sc io u s  c o n t r o l  o f  p ro g re s s  as opposed to  p r a c t ic e  
e f f e c t  d u r in g  th e  re m e d ia l p ro c e s s  and a f t e r  th e  rem ed y in g  has cea sed. 
N e i th e r  th e  p u p i l  n o r  th e  re m e d ia l te a c h e r  need be aw are  t h a t  anything 




C ook* and c a s t  p a p e rs  need o n ly  b e  p h o to c o p ie d  and r e tu r n e d  w ith o u t  any  
M r k  o r  re m a rk  b e in g  made w h ic h  c o u ld  in f lu e n c e  th e  p u p i l ' ,  p e r fo rm a n c e .
9 .7  S o c io lo g y
F o r th o s e  who a re  so in c l in e d  th e  p o t e n t i a l  f o r  re s e a rc h  in  th e  f i e l d  
o f  th e  c o r r e l a t io n  b e tw e en  s o c io lo g ic a l  f a c t o r s  and v o c a b u la r y ,  from  
th e  p o in t  o f  v ie w  o f  v o c a b u la ry  number a lo n e  is  v e r y  l a r g e ,  w ith o u t  
e ve n  m e n tio n in g  ty p e  o f  v o c a b u la r y .
9 .8  C om parison b e tw e en  s o c io -e c o n o m ic  g roups
C om parisons b e tw e en  v o c a b u la ry  e s t im a te s  and s o c io -e c o n o m ic  b ackg ro u n d s  
and e n v iro n m e n ts  o f  t e s te e s  c o u ld  in v o lv e  a r e s e a r c h e r  in  a maze o f
c o r r e l a t io n  c o e f f i c i e n t s .
E .g .  Town vs c o u n try  
R ic h  vs p o o r
P r o f e s s io n * '  vs a r t i s a n  e t c .
9 .9  Im m ig ra n ts
W ith  so many new a r r i v a l s  in  th e  c o u n t r y ,  la n g u a g e  p ro g re s s  i n v e s t i ­
g a t io n s  and th e  d an g ero us  g ro u n d  o f  co m p ariso n s  b e tw e en  th e  v&. is  
la n g u a g e  o r  c u l t u r a l  g roups c o u ld  be in d u lg e d  in  f r e e l y ,  a g a in ,  
w ith o u t  any e v id e n c e  o f  any m easurem ent h a v in g  b een  m ade.
9 .1 C  I n d ig en o u s  Groups  
F o r tb  'ho a re  b ra v e  enough th e  q u e s t io n  o f  w h ic h  o f  th e  in d i  
genou , roups has th e  la r g e r  v o c a b u la ry  c o u ld  be t a c k le d .
9 .1 1  A u th o rs h ip
The m ethod s h o u ld  p ro v id e  a welcom e and o b v io u s  a d d i t io n  to  th e  to o ls  
a lr e a d y  in  use in  a u th o r s h ip  t e s t s .
9 .1 2  C h a ra c te rs  by th e  same a u th o r
I t  w o u ld  be m ost i n t e r e s t in g  to  in v e s t i g a t e  w h e th e r  S h a ke sp e are  f o r  
exam ple  a s s ig n e d  a  l a r g e r  v o c a b u la ry  to  H a m le t th a n  to  M acBeth  
o r  J u l iu s  C ae sa r o r  a s m a lle r  v o c a b u la ry  to  th e  y o u th fu l  Romeo.
9 .1 3  Lemma r a t i o  and v o c a b u la ry
From th e  o b s e r v a t io n  in  C h a p te r  2 .5  t h a t  in  th e  case  o f  v e r y  young  
c h i ld r e n  le n m a t is a t io n  was u n n e c e s s a ry  b ecau se  th e  c h i ld r e n  knew and  
used o n ly  one fo rm  o f  th e  w o rd . It w o u ld  a p p e a r t h a t  as v o c a b u la ry
.ro w s  so does th e  use o f  lem m as. I t  w o u ld  be v e r y  i n t e r e s t in g  to  see
how th e  two d e v e lo p  and how w e l l  th e y  a r e  c o r r e la t e d  b ecau se  i t  may 
em erge t h a t  one is  a f u n c t io n  o f  th e  o th s r  and t h a t  th e  lemma r a t i o
a lo n e  c o u ld  be m easured  and th e  v o c a b u la ry  c a lc u la t e d  fro m  i t .
9 .1 4  R e l i e f  fro m  d ependence on H apax Legomena 
As h as  been shown in  C h a p te r  V I  th e  e s t im a te  o f  v o c a b u la ry  is  v e ry  
l a r g e l y  dependent on H apax Legomena i . e .  th e  number o f  words a p p e a r in g  
o n c e . T h is  is  a d is t u r b in g  f e a tu r e  o f  th e  m ethod b ecau se  i t  o f f e r s  
an o p p o r tu n ity  f o r  c o r r u p t io n .  "Make l i s t s  o f  w ords and y o u ' l l  g e t
a good s c o r e " .
I t  i s ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  s u g g e s ted  t h a t  th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  e s t im a t in g  th e  
v o c a b u la r y  f ro m , say Hapax D i.le g o m e n a  and H apax T r i le g o .e n a  r a t h e r  
th a n  Hapax Legomena and r ^  be in v e s t ig a t e d .
9 .1 5  The D r i f t
The d r i f t  to w ard s  h ig h e r  e s t im a te s  w i t h  in c r e a s in g  t e x t  c o u ld  be ta k e n  
to  in d ic a t e  a d e fe c t  in  th e  t e s t  b u t  as has been  shown in  7 .7 . 1  and 
7 . 7 . 4  on pages 231 and 232 a d e q u a te  co m p e n sa tio n  can be m ade. H o w ever, 
in v e s t i g a t io n  o f  th e  d r i f t  c o u ld  p ro v id e  a f r u i t f u l  f i e l d  f o r  f u r t h e r
r e s e a r c h .
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS
CHAPTERS II AND III
S in c e  th e  p r o je c t  b eg an  as an e x e r c is e  in  ra w , c r e a t i v e  t h i n k in g ,  
w ith o u t  any 'a  p r i o r i *  kno w led g e  o f  S t a t i s t i c s ,  sym bols and fu n c t io n s  
w e re  d e f in e d 'a d  h o c .' These sym bols h ave  been r e ta in e d  b ec au s e  th e y  
con vey  th e  t h in k in g  em ployed  in  C h a p te rs  I I  and I I I .
The l i s t  o f  th e  sym bols and t h e i r  m ean ings  fo l lo w s  b e lo w :
t  : t  is  used w i t h  th e  f o l lo w in g  m e an in g s :
1 . The le n g th  o f  t e x t  a n a ly s e d ;
2. The number o f  w ords ( r e p e t i t i o n s  in c lu d e d )  in  th e  
le n g th  o f  t e x t  a n a ly s e d ;
3 . The num ber o f  to k e n s ;
4 .  The s iz e  o f  th e  sam ple a n a ly s e d .
A l l  th e s e  f o u r  m eanings a re  i d e n t i c a l .  I t  m ust be 
c l e a r l y  u n d e rs to o d  t h a t  t  i s  c o n s id e re d  as a v a r i a b l e ,  
t  is  a n a t u r a l  num ber.
v ( t )  : v ( t )  i s  used w i t h  th e  f o l lo w in g  m e an in g s :
1 . The v o c a b u la ry  c o n ta in e d  in  t ;
2. The number o f  t y p e s ;
3 . The num ber o f  d i f f e r e n t  w o r d s (c o n ta in e d  in  th e
i n d i v i d u a l ' s  v o c a b u la ry  s to r e ^ in  a sam ple o f  s iz e  t .
x  : The p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  o c c u rre n c e  o f  any in d iv id u a l  w o rd ,
x is  a random v a r ia b le  such t h a t  0  < x < 1
f ( x ) < x  : The num ber o f  w otds  i n  th e  in d i v i d u a l ' s  v o c a b u la ry  ( o r
s to r e  o f  w o r d s ) , w h ic h  h a v e ,a s s o c ia te d  w ith  th e m ,a  
p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a p p e a ra n c e  o f  x to  x  ♦  6 x . 
f ( x )  i s  a ls o  known as th e  fre q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n .
V : The t o t a l  number o f  w ords known by th e  in d iv id u a l  and
a v a i la b le  f o r  u s e .
V ■ /  f ( x ) d x
o
V is  a f ix e d  n u m b er, a c o n s ta n t , andJ x f(x)dx ■ 1.
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v ( x , t ) 6 x  : The num ber o f  w ords w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  o c c u rre n c e  fro m
x to  x  + 6x  a p p e a r in g  i n  a sam ple  o f  s iz e  t  ( o r  a t e x t  
o f  le n g th  t ) .
Thus  
•I
v ( x , t )  x ■ v ( t )  as d e f in e d  a b o v e ./
CHAPTERS IV  e t  s e q .
The sym bols in  th e s e  c h a p te rs  f o l lo w  th e  c o n v e n tio n s  o f  S t a t i s t i c s .  
H o w ever, s in c e  t h e i r  m eanings a re  s p e c i f i c  and somewhat s p e c ia l is e d  
th e y  a re  d e f in e d  b e lo w . The sym bols a re  n o t used c o n s is t e n t ly  and
a l t e r n a t e s  a p p e a r . I t  i s  e s s e n t ia l  t h a t  th e  a l t e r n a t e  sym bols be  
c l e a r l y  u n d e rs to o d .
V : The t o t a l  num ber o f  w ords known by th e  in d iv u d u a l .
N : The le n g th  o f  t e x t  a n a ly s e d , o r  th e  number o f  to k e n s .
N is  a n a t u r a l  n um ber,
r  : The number o f  t im e s  w h ic h  a w ord a p p e ars  in  a g iv e n
s a m p le .
r  i s  a n a t u r a l  num ber.
( r IN '  : The number o f  words a p p e a r in g  r  t im e s  each  in  a t e x t
N w ords lo n g .
The s u b s c r ip t  1 is  used to  in d ic a t e  t h a t  th e  d is t v ib u t io c  
b e g in s  a t  r  *  1 because  in  t h i s  case  th e  num ber o f  words  
n o t a p p e a r in g  a t  a l l  in  th e  sam ple  can n o t be o b s e rv e d ,  
a lth o u g h  i t  does e x i s t .
njj : The v o c a b u la ry  a p p e a r in g  in  a t e x t  N w ord lo n g  o r  th e
num ber o f  ty p e s .
N
-  E f ,  ( r j  N) 
r - 1
f ^ r f N )
$ ( r | N )  : The r a t i o  — —  i . e .  th o  p r o p o r t io n  o f  ty p e s  a p p e a r in g
r  t im e s  each  in  th e  t e x t .  B oth  sym bols * ( r | N )  and 
f ^ r l N )
—  ------- a re  u se d .
The p r o b a b i l i t y  w i t h  w h i d  th e  i  th  w ord  in  th e  v o c a b u la ry  
a p p e a rs .
The p r o b a b i l i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  H
Y(n)5II i s  t h a t  f r a c t i o n  o f  th e  v o c a b u la r y  a p p e a r in g  w ith  
p r o b a b i l i t y  II to  n + 511.
('I nnMn - i
■ffl
The fre q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  p r o b a b i l i t y  I I .
g (h ,)6 II is  th e  number o f  w ords a p p e a r in g  w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y
n to  n + sn.
g^(n)dn - v
and g(n) « V Y (I I)
The p r o b a b i l i t y  w ith  w h ic h  any i n d iv id u a l  word w i l l  a p p e a r  
r  t im e s  in  a t e x t  N w ords lo n g .
The a v e ra g e  num ber o f  t im e s  th e  v o c a b u la ry  w ords c o n ta in e d  
in  th e  t e x t  a p p e a r
B oth  sym bols a re  u s e d .
The p a ra m e te rs  o f  th e  g e n e r a l is e d  in v e r s e  G a u ss ian  
d i s t r i b u t i o n
o
a •  2 rN -  l n | r N /  £ ( l | N ) |  
b -  2 t ( 1 |N ) + l n | ? N /  * ( l | N ) |
^  is  th e  r o o t  o f  th e  e q u a t io n  
(1  + g jj)  In  gN -  a ^  + b » 0
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c : c *  a / l - 0
Any sym bols o r  te rm s  n o t l i s t e d  in  t h is  G lo s s a ry  have th e  u s u a l 
M a th e m a tic a l m eaning  and a re  a ls o  d e f in e d  w here  th e y  a p p e a r .
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